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and Development Service of the Federal Aviation Administration.
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and Mr. Ronald I. Rockafellow, program manager.
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I. I NTRO DUCTI ON

It is the mutual goal of the FAA, airframe manufacturers,
and air carriers to constantly improve the structural integrity
and inspection efficiency of civil aircraft. The good safety
record of U.S. air carriers indicates that the current process of
establishing and modifying structural inspection programs has
been successful. However, with the increasing size and complex-
ity of second- and third-generation transport aircraft, there is
a need to quantify more precisely the present, subjective evalua-
tion process which relies heavily on reliability analyses of the
new design and on operational experience of similar aircraft.

Because of the extreme complexity of the evaluation process,
a computer simulation of all critical aircraft service life as-
pects was judged the most rational means for quantifying the pro.
cess more exactly. As a five-volume document, this report docu--
ments the resultant Structural Area Inspection Frequency Evalua-
tion (SAIFE) simulation logic. SAIFE accounts for the following
factors: (1) aircraft design analysis; (2) component and full-
scale fatigue testing; (3) production, service, and corrosion
defects; (4) probability of crack or corrosion detection; and
(5) aircraft modification econimics. It treats these factors in
a logical sequence that realistically represents the procedure
currently used to establish and modify inspection intervals.
Figure 1 illustrates the data sources and analytical functions
that are integrated into the SAIFE logic. SAIFE is designed to
provide a repeatable method for evaluating proposed inspection
programs. However, it is not intended to supplant the Mainte-
nance Review Board or the air carrier use of the Standard Opera-
tions Specification - Aircraft Maintenance.

As Volume IV, this user's manual for the SAIFE program con-
tains a system description, a program description, operating pro-
cedures, a sample input and output, and a source listing of the
program. The detailed description of the program events and rou-
tines is presented in Appendix A, and the program source listing
is contained in Appendix B which because of its voluminous com-
puter-generated data is on the included microfiche.

The original computer model developed during the initial
contract has been modified by the Engineering and Manufacturing
Branch, Flight Standards National Field Office for the parametric
study and is documented in Book 2 of this volume.
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The eight blocks in Figure 2 represent the major aspects of
the SAIFE simulation logic. Block 1 accepts input data for the
aircraft fleet and for each structural element in the aircraft.
After determining whether element modifications are required be-
cause of the fatigue test results in Block 2, Block 1 assigns a
fatigue life to each element in each aircraft. Block 3 deter-
mines whether production, service, or corrosion defects will
occur; if it is determined that such defects will occur, Block 3
predicts the times when they will occur. After comparing the
flight loads with the strength of each element, Block 4 predicts
the time to failure for each element. Block 5 conducts the
periodic inspections of each element. If defects are detected,
Block 6 repairs the element and assigns it a new fatigue life.
However, if an existing defect is allowed to grow until element
failure, Block 5 deletes the aircraft from the fleet. Depending
on the magnitude of the detected defects, special inspections and
increased inspection frequencies may be called for in Block 7 and
modifications may be instituted in Block 8. When all the aircraft
have been deleted from the fleet or retired from service, the
simulation is complete.

3
3 ,•. ... . .......
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III. GENERAL PROGIRA DESCRIPTION

The SAIFE program is a large, complex math model designed to
simulate the structural performance of aircraft in a fleet of
aircraft and the effectiveness of the inspection program for the
aircraft fleet. The aircraft model included in the math model is
divided into structurally significant elements and the inspection
program for each element is defined. Structural defects are
classified as follows; fatigue and corrosion which are wear-out
and aging phenomena; production or design defects; and operational
or maintenance damage. These defects and the inspection program
are treated as probabilistic phenomena interacting over time. If
the simulation is to proceed properly, the passage of simulated
time must be controlled. This control can be accomplished by a
user-designed algorithm or it can be done automatically with a
"simulation clock" in one of the special purpose simulation
languages. SIMSCRIPT 11.5 T (trademark, Consolidated Analysis
Centers Inc., Los Angeles, California), a computer language
designed for discrete-event simulation applications, was chosen
for the SAIFE simulation. SIMSCRIPT 11.5 is a large language
designed to facilitate the simulation of large, complex systems,
and to reduce the total time spent in designing, programming, anu
testing simulation models.

Because of the extensive detail, the program events and rou-
tines are described in Appendix A.



IV. OP•UA•'rI'NG PROh•I)iUS

Tho SAl H detmonstritt ion out put. presented in Volume V of this
ropor I was run oil an I 1M Nodel 3o0-0.5 computer usiatg the SINSCRIPT
II - collipeilOr, release •$•. The execution time per element
ranIott between lwZ a1d 20 cpu seconds, and the compilation time
wals 205 Cpu seconds, None of tihe demonstration runs required
moro th an 32IiK byt,)s of curo storage.

Th' run time and the core storage requirements depend on the
Vaituoa of the input varlablIos. The variable that probably has
tile greatest OfI'fect oil these r'equlirements is the actual average
Viat igue lifo, The shorter thi .111:e, the greater tihe requirement:
A shorter actual average fatigue life increases crack initiations
across the fleet. These addittional crack initiations, in turn,
Incr'ose tile inspect lon process, the repair activities, and the
modlificat ion and interval change decisions. All these additional
events roquire more execution time and storage space for event
not ices. The actual average fatilue lif'e is shortened when the
pnra'iutoert Involved in the distribut ion of the ratio of the ac-
tual to the predicted average fatigue life are so changed that
the ratio is decreased.

Other variables which affect the run time and core storage
reo uLrements are as tol lows; with the actual average fatigue
I ile established for all aircraft in the fleet, the requirements
are increased if the parameters involved in the Weibull distribu-
tion of actual fatigue lives for individual aircraft are so
,.hangod that some 1 ives are shortened and more crack initiati 'ns
are introduced. In addition, regardless of the fatigue lives,
the run time and storage requirements are increased if the defect
occurrence rates are increased or the initial inspection inter-
vals are decreased,

Since the seeds of the random number streams are initialized
to the same values at the start of each execution, the user can
reproduce the output, if desired, and more easily identify ef-
fects because of changes in the input parameters. Table 1 lists
the ten seeds used by the IBN 3O0-65 to generate the demonstra-
tion output presented in Volume V.

The program input consists of three parts. The first part
contains input variables which pertain to the aircraft type under
consideration. These variables are input only once per simula-
tion run and are constant from element to element. The second
part is optional and is explained in Section IV,2.2. The third
part contains input variables whose values are unique to each
element, These var1iables must be input in their entirety for
each element being simulated.

6
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TABLE 1. INITIAL RANDOM ROOTS

SEEDVI1) = 211l429302

SEED.V(2) = 683743814

SEi1D.V (3) - 964393174

SHIED.V(4) = 1217426631

SEIiD.V(5) - 618433579

SEED.V(6) = 1157240309

SEED. .V(7) = 1S72605S

SEED.V(8) 48108509

SLI-D. V (9) = 1797920909

SLEID.V(10) = 477424540

2.1 Aircraft Data

The input variables which pertain to the aircraft type are
listed and described below in the order in which they are read in
by SAIFE.

MDL - This one-dimensional alpha array of size two
id-,ienti~les the aircraft type under consideration. The total
length of this identification cannot exceed eight characters.

SIZE.OF.FLEET - This integer variable is the number of
aircraft in the fleet being simulated. The output format
requires that this variable does not exceed 99999.

USAGE.LIFE - This real variable is the service life in
flight hours of the aircraft being simulated. All aircraft
in the fleet must have the same service life. The output
format requires that this variable does not exceed 9999999.

BEGIN.PRODUCTION - This real variable is the time in flight
hours relative to the start of the simulation when the first
aircraft enters service. This variable in conjunction with
the input variable START.TEST enables the user to start the
fatigue test of the element before, after, or at the same
time the first aircraft enters service.

PRODUCTION.TIME - This real variable defines the initial
aircraft production rate. It is the time in flight hours
between aircraft entering service.

2.PRODIJCTION.TIME - This real variable defines the second
aircraft production rate. It is the time in flight hours
between aircraft entering service.

7



PRCHG This real variable iF the simulation time when the
second aircraft production rate takes effect. Note that
this time is measured from the time that the first aircraft
enters service and not from the start of the simulation.

START.TEST - This real variable is the time in flight hours
relative to the start of the simulation when the fatigue
test of an element is begun. If no fatigue test is to be
conducted, this variable is set to the machine upper limit.

TEST.ACCEL.FACT - This real variable is the fatigue test

acceleration factor, that is, the quotient of the equivalent
flight hours divided by the fatigue test hours.

C.GROWTYH.RATE - This real variable is the corrosion area
growth rate in sq. inches per hour for the aircraft being
considered. The growth rate for each element in the air-
craft is modified by its associated CRR (corrosion resis-
tance rating).

C7 - If a modification is developed because of a fatigue
test failure, this real variable is the percentage (ex-
pressed as a decimal fraction) of the test life when the
inspection frequency is increased.

C28 - This real variable is the percentage (expressed as a
d-Eimal fraction) reduction in the remaining fatigue life of
an element when corrosion occurs in a stress concentration.

C29 This real variable is the percentage (expressed a- a
e-cimal fraction) reduction in the remaining fatigue life of

an element when corrosion occurs outside a stress concentra-
tion.

MU.R - This real variable is the mean of the log-normal
ZT-s-ribution of the ratio of the actual average fatigue life
to the predicted average fatigue life.

SIG.R - This real variable is the standard deviation of the
I-T--normal distribution of the ratio of the actual average
fatigue life to the predicted average fatigue life.

A - This real variable is the result of fitting an exponen-
rial curve to flight load exceedance data. Aexp[BSa] is
the number of flight loads per hour which exceed the load
level Sa.

B - This real variable is the result of fitting an exponen-
fial curve to flight load exceedance data. Aexp[BSa] is
the number of flight loads per hour which exceed the load
level Sa-

8



IABCD(*) - This one-dimensional real array of sizo fuur
contains the initial lengths in flight hours of the in-
spection intervals of the four level's of scheduled inspec-
tions. lABCD(l) corresponds to the A-level interval;
IABCD(2) corresponds to the B-level interval; IABCD(3)
corresponds to the C-level interval; and IABCD(4) corre-
sponds to the D-level interval.

CABCD(*) - This one-dimensional real array of size four
contains the inspection cost at each level of inspection.
CABCD(1) corresponds to the A-level cost; CABCD(2) corre-
sponds to the B-level cost; CABCD(3) corresponds to the C-
level cost; and CABCD(4) corresponds to the D3-lcvel cost.

SAMPLING - This real variaoie is the percentage of tne fleet
to -eisampled during a D-level inspection.

LONG.LIST - This alpha variable is read in as '"YES" when the
long lisi t output option is desired; otherwise, it is read in
as "NO."
PCCL - This real variable is the percentage (read in as a
aUiEmal fraction) of the element critical crack length at
which a crack, which initiated internally, becomes external.

2.2 Long List Data

Occasionally in the standard output, elements will appear
with unusually long fatigue cracks or early element failures. It
is desirable to have a more complete service history of aircraft
with these early element failures than that offered by the stan-
dard output. This service history is available through what is
called the long list option. This output option is accessed by
reading in alpha characters "YES" for the aircraft input variable
LONG.LIST. After this input, the element description and iden-
tification numbers of the aircraft to be tracked are read in.
The input variables for the long list option are listed and
described below in the order in which they are read in by SAIFE.

NOE - This integer variable is the number of elements to be
processed under the long list option.

ELID(*,*) - This two-dimensional alpha array of size four by
0DT identifies each element to be processed. This identi-

fication must appear in the first sixteen columns of the
data card and must be identical to the description read into
the variable ELEMENT(*) described in Section IV,2.3.

NOAC(*) - This one-dimensional integer array of size NOE is
the number of aircraft to be tracked for each corresponding
element.

TLID*,*) - This two-dimensional integer array of size NOE
-y NOAC(*) contains the identification numbers of the air-

craft to be tracked for a particular element.

9
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The above data are read in immediately following the air-
craft input data only when the long list option is desired. Nor-
mally, the long list option will be used only after a standard
run has indicated a problem area, Since the SAIFE program de-
pends on many sequences of random numbers, all elements in the
long list run must be in the same sequence as those in the first
run. When the long list option is in effect, the standard output
is suppressed.

2.3 Element Data

The input variables which are unique to each element and
must be read in for each element are listed and described below
in the order in which they are read in by SAIFE.

ELEMENT(*) - This one-dimensional alpha array of size four
identifies the element being simulated. The total length of
this identification cannot exceed sixteen characters.

PREDICTED.LIFE - This real variable is the average element
fatigue fe in flight hours predicted by analysis. If the
actual average fatigue life is known, this variable can be
entered as zero. The output format requires .that this
variable does not exceed 999999.

ACTUAL.AVG.FAT.LIFE - This real variable is the actual
average element fatigue life in flight hours determined by
fatigue test. If this value is not known before running the
simulation, input zero and SAIFE will determine it statis-
tically.

MI.MEAN - This real variable is the average slow crack
propagation rate for the element being simulated.

M2.MEAN - This real variable is the average fast crack
propagation rate for the element being simulated.

LGHT.TO.FAILURE - This real variable contains the element
crack length which corresponds to zero residual strength or
level-flight structural failure.

CRIT.CRK.LGT - This real variable is the element critical
crack length, that is, the crack length when the crack
propagation rate changes from slow to fast.

FSAF.LGT - This real variable is the element fail-safe crack
length.

BIRTH.DEFECT.PROBABILITY - This real variable is the proba-
bility (expressed as a decimal fraction) that the element
has a production defect when the aircraft enters service.

CRR - This integer variable is the element Corrosion Resis-
tance Rating.

10
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SDM.OCCURRENCHPRATH - This real variable is the service
damage occurrence rate in occurrences per element per
aircraft per flight hour.

E EAD.TIME - This real variable is the time in flight hours
botwoon the time when the decision is made to develop a
modification and the time when the modification is ready for
implomontat ion.

T.FREQ.CIIG - This real variable is the factor (expressed as
a-decimal fraction) by which inspection intervals are de-
creased because of a fatigue test failure.

S.FRIQ.CHG This real variable is the factor (expressed as
a decimal fraction) by which inspection intervals are de-
creased because of unfavorable service experience.

FREQ.DBCREASE - This real variable is the factor (expressed
as decimal fraction) by which inspection intervals are
increased because of favorable service experience.

I.PROB - Given that there is fatigue crack initiation, tnis
real variable is the probability that the crack initiates
internally. This variable applies to all three allowable
fatigue cracks.

C.PROB - Given that there is corrosion initiation, this real
variable is the probability that the corrosion initiates
internally.

INT.LVL.INSP - This alpha variable is the letter designation
of theost internal inspection level.

EXT.LVL.INSP - This alpha variable is the letter designation
oF the lowest external inspection level.

A.REPAIR.COST - This-real variable is the repair cost of a
defect detected during an A-level inspection.

B.REPAIR.COST - This real variable is the repair cost of a
defect detected during a B-level inspection.

C.REPAIR.COST - This real variable is the repair cost of a
defect detected during a C-level inspection.

D.REPAIR.COST - This real variable is the repair cost of a
defect detected during a D-level inspection.

MOD.TESTED - This alpha variable indicates whether or not a
structural modification is to be fatigue tested. The two
acceptable input values are YES or NO.

IST.TOOLING - This real variable is the tooling cost in the
development of the first structural modification.

11



AD.TOOLING - This real variable is the tooling cost in the
Uevelopment of any additional structural modifications.

IST.MD.COST - This real variable is the installation cost of
the first structural modification.

AD.MDCOST - This real variable is the installation cost of
any additfonal structural modifications.

S.REPAIR.COST - This real variable is the repair cost of a
aefect detected during a special inspection.

LOCATED.IN.STRESS.CON - This real variable is the proba-
bility (expressed as a decimal fraction) that there is
corrosion in a stress concentration.

1.CDM.OCCURRENCE.RATE - This real variable is the initial
corrosion occurrence rate in occurrences per element per
aircraft per flight hour.

2.CDM.OCCURRENCU.RATE - This real variable is the second
corrosion occurrence rate in occurrences per element per
aircraft per flight hour.

CDM.RATE.CHANGE - This real variable is the aircraft service
time in flight hours when the second corrosion occurrence
rate takes effect.

2.4 Format Specifications

Most of the input data are entered into SAIFE by the fre(-
form read statement. The program has only three formatted read
statements.

The aircraft type identification, the alpha array MODEL, is
entered under the format specification 2A4. This identification
must be contained in the first eight columns of the first card of
the Aircraft Input Data. All subsequent data in this section can
appear in any columns and on as many cards as desired. All input
values must be separated from one another by at least one blank
column and a value cannot be continued on the next card.

The element identification alpha array ELID is entered under
the format specification 4A4. This identification must be con-
tained in the first sixteen columns of the long list element data
card. Subsequent data can appear in any column and on as many
cards as desired. When a second element is to be identified, its
description must again appear in the first sixteen columns of the
data card.

The element identification alpha array ELEMENT is entered
under the format specification 4A4. This identification must be
contained in the first sixteen columns of the first card of each
set of Element Input Data. As in the Aircraft Input Data, all

12
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subsequent data in this section can appear in any columns and on
as many cards as desired.

Sample input data consisting of Aircraft Input Data and five
sets of Element Input Data are illustrated in Figure 3. The air-
craft type identification is HYBRID. The two cards immediately
following the aircraft type card contain the Aircraft Input Data.
The five elements shown in the sample are WSC-SWB-AFT-0000, WSC-
SWB-AFT-0030, WSC-SWB-AFT-0060, WSC-SWB-AFT-0090, and WSC-SWB-
AFT-0127. The Element Input Data for each element begins immedi-
ately after the element identification on the same card and
terminates on the last card before the next element identifica-
tion. The card following the last set of Element Input Data must
contain EOD in the first four columns.

HYHQI D
500 60000 IS0 50 100 %000 n t00 .0n 2 .A .* .L0 1.00 SSLI .?4A5
-8.t0901 P5 ?0 0 1000 IPO00 IuaU 70An0 13b63 I 'QI .2% NO 1.0
$SC-SwK-AFI-0000 7'4500 n .10OE-'. t.)0F-3 140. 1.371 15.0 I.IQE-s 2

13I.1E-q 1476 .900 PS5 O .PS0 *U66 .667 ( 8 53 78 14a P01.5 YES
10000 10OU0 8u 5bu 11S 1 .n5b 9.lS4F-o 7.b26E-P 7400
OSC-SM8-AFT-0030 690000 q A.O0OF- I.hni.-3 1L0. 1.371 15.0 1.1)E-5 3
13.31E-9 1476 AAoo .k50 .?0 u6b6 .667 P 14 33 7h liuQ ?O.S YES
20000 10000 11584 11%S84 ýI1h .o0S Q.IS4E-Q 7.52F-8 71(in
OSC-SV48-AFT-0060 66?200 1 A.OOE-5 I.60E-3 140. 1.171 I1.0 I.IQE-5 1
13.31E-9 1476 .900 •(650 .ZJ0 .1466 b67 D 14 33 78 1144 260• YES
10600 10000 11594 119$4 416 .005 h .51cUE-Q 7.5?b6E-8 7400
RSCoSiqR-AFT-00Q0 593400 0 8.'0E-5 I.60F-3 lIO. 1.371 15.0 1.19E-S ?
13 31E-9 1476 .800 hS0 ?0 .?SO b66 W7 D H 13 78 1l4 P09.S YES
10000 1o000 1154 11584 416 .056 9,15jE"Q 7.526E-f 7400
ASC-S44-AFT-nI?7 W07200 I A.00E-- 1.60E-3 1140. 1.371 15.0 1.1•-5 3
13.IiE-9 1176 •900 R 650 h 2)0 U1b6 .667 0 b 33 7A 101f ?O.5 YES
10000 10000 11 A4 115AU 1 .016 O .IS6.1 E-Q 7.SbLF-P 7400
EOfl

Figure 3. Sample Input Data to Produce Standard Output

Figure 4 illustrates the same data except that the variable
LONG.LIST is now entered as "YES." The Long List Input data
appears between the Aircraft Input Data and the Element Input
Data. The Long List Input causes the program to track aircraft
numbers 100, 200, and 300 for t•e element WSC-SWB-AFT-O000; air-
craft numbers 86 and 497 for the element WSC-SWB-AFT-0030; air-
craft number 1 for the element WSC-SWB-AFT-0060; aircraft numbers
9, 10, 11, and 12 for the element WSC-SWB-AFT-0090; and aircraft
numbers 323, 456, and 472 for the element WSC-SWB-AFT-0127.

3. Output

Each element to be simulated by SAIFE is identified by three
groups of alpha characters and one group of numeric characters.
The alpha characters define the basic element type and general
location on the aircraft, and the numeric characters define the
specific location of the element by identifying the wing or
fuselage station number. For example, an element identified as
WNG-STR-CEN-396 would be a wing stringer located midway between
the front and rear spars and centered at wing station 396.
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500 60000 150 .0 100 5000 0 t00 .00? .8 .20. .4f 1.00 .354 *?S•3d5
-8.80q01 ?2 200 1000 12000 1440 7080 13563 1q691 .25 YES 1.0
S

WSC-830MAFT-0000 3 100 200 300
WSC-SWB-AFT-O030 2 86 4q7
NSC-SWR-AFT-0060 I I
WSC-SAH-AFT-0096 U q 10 11 1?
WiSC-SWR-AFT-0127 $ V13 456 472
MjSC-SW8-AFT-0000 745200 0 t.OOE-S I.bOF-3 140o 1.371 15.0 1.19F-5 2
13.31E-4 1476 .800 .650 .250 .466 .667 n 33 78 144 2A8.5 YES
10000 l000O 11584 11584 416 .0156 9.lSF-q 7.526E-P 74n0
WSC-S8H-AFT-0030 b90000 0 8.O0E-5 I.bOF-l l4O. 1.171 1S.( l..19E-• 3
13.3IE-Q 147t .800 .650 ,?SO .46t .e7 bO H 33 78 144 208.5 YES
10000 10000 1 158 4 'JA4lb .105b q.l54ý-9 7.5?hF.-$ 71400
WSC-SN8-AFT-0OhO 662400 0 PR.OOE-5 1.60E-3 140. 1.371 15.0 I.1QE-b 1
13.$1E-9 1476 .800 .h50 .?50 .466 .t67 D 6 35 78 lad 208.5 YFS
10000 10000 115814 115L4 416 .05h 9.1S --q 7.52•6F-8 7400
V4SC-SNR-AFT-O0Q0 %qS9 o0 0 P.o0E-N 1.60E-3 140. 1.371 15.0 1.19E-5 P
13.31E-9 1476 .•00 .610 .ýSO .466 .667 ( A 13 78 144 ?08.S YES
10000 10000 1158'4 11584 q'Jb .osb Q.15L F.-q 7.5?hF-8 7140
WSC-SWR-AFT-0127 607200 0 A.OOE-5 I.hOE-3 140. 1.371 15.0 I.1qE-5 3
13.3lE-Q 1476 .800 .650 *?0 .?66 4b.k7 D H 33 78 144 208.5 YES
10000 10000 1158A 1158A 416 .OSb 9.lb'-q 7.b5?-8 7400
EDO

Figure 4. Sample Input Data to Produce Long List Output

The standard program output consists of two parts. The
first part consists of the simulation results for each specific
element. This part is printed for each set of Element Input
Data. The second part consists of a summary of the first parts
for an element type. In the example discussed above, WNG-STR-CEN
identifies the element type. Whenever the program encounters a
set of Element Input Data in which any single character of the
three groups of alpha characters differs from those in the pre-
vious set of Element Input Data, a summary is printed.

A third output is available as an option. This long list
'option gives a more complete service history of certain selected
aircraft and is discussed in Section IV,2.2. When the long list
option is in effect,,the standard output is suppressed.

3.1 Element Data

Figure 5 illustrates a sample output for the input shown in
Figure 3. The aircraft type identification is the aircraft input
array MODEL. The number of aircraft in the fleet is the aircraft
input variable SIZE.OF.FLEET. The aircraft service life is the
aircraft input variable USAGE.LIFE. The structural element
identification is the element input array ELEMENT. The predicted
average fatigue life is the element input variable PREDICTED.LIFE.
The actual average fatigue life is the element input variable
ACTUAL.AVG.FAT.LIFE.
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The number of occurronces in the flout and the times to
initi •tion ofC thi, four types of aircraft defects considered by
SA1' ti are d ispla ,od next, Whenever there Is a fatigue crack
initiation and thoere are no other cracks in the olomunt, a first
crack Is said to have occurrud, A ,;inj1)o olemont can exporeionco
more than one first crack lin its lifet'Lime by having a crack
Initiation after a repair, Similarly, there can be more than one
occurrence of corrosion and service damago, although the program
does not allow more than one corrosion or sorvico damage defect
to exist simultallnousl' in tihe same element.

Productiotll doeocts airt' olno-t ime occurrences unlvss therv -is
it sttructural modification installed, Thtseo, too, can have pro-
duction dofo ts. The times to defect Init Iation are measured
f rom the timv 1when the aircraft enters service for thle , t.i ,al
defoct, and from the time wh•n the aircraft was last repaired for
subsoquolt delofcts.

Next, tihe numbor and lon ths of cracks dotoctud ii thl
lltu lut eacih lovol of Inspect on tire pri'itod. 'Theeo nitulb'rs
lucludo iuvond and third vrack detoctions. Following thv vranc)
detvction out put are the ltiulor and areas of corrosion doloct t
detectod •n the t'ieet at each level of in•spection, A history of
t he inspection .imti'\val chan ges Is printed next. 14ach time thiat
the aircratr't sorvice Oxpeivrience indicates that either an .1intorval
increas oOr 11 inltetr'val1 doc.ri'tase is needed, thv new inte'rval
values are printed, Although the number of intorval chiangve
allow•d in the 4 Imulat ion is unlimited, the output arraty siNe
limits the number prinitod to 30,

Tl'h) numilvher o c flooe-vidv ,spocspcl Inspec, t 11ons porfu rmiid
prinut .d noxt, liach spocial Lunspoct ion Is always pro-0ded hy it
docroase in I nspection intorvals. DIe.fects dotocted durinqi a
special Inspection can cvause tn additional decrease in inspection
Intorv, als, Next, the number of structural modifications developed
is prin ted. This numher includesa mod If.Icat lons because of fati . ue
totet f.ailures or aircraft sorvice experience ' The final actumil
avera ,o fat igue Iife Is plrintod next, If there have booni no
modifications, this number will1 be the same as that at tihe to{• of
tho page. If there have boon modifications, this number I tel
actual average fatigue life of the most recently developed modl-Cleat ion,

Shown next s the number of aircraft modified in service.
If the only modiication developed was duo to a fatigue test
failure, this number can be zero if the test life was such that
retrofits were not roqired. If there wore more than one modii-

.cation requiring retrofits, this number can be greater than the
size of the fleet, Finally, each time an aircraft experiences
structural failure or its residual strength reaches its fail-safe
strength, the aircraft number and the number of accrued flight
hours are printed. The aircraft number Is assigned byits rola-
tive time of intry into service. Aircraft No. 1 Is tho first
aircraft to enter service.
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3. 2 SUmmary oata

TPhe ILast section of'F gigure. I I lust ralteS Ll sampII)l! summa11ry
1'or tile element type WSC.8WW AFT. A.11 tho niumbers rven'esciat a
sumutllary of till thle Spec i ic ellements of thi 5 typeC~. Excep~t for
thle shortest and lo~ngest inspection Intervals, each numbcer inl thle
summar>' will1 appear in one of thle specific elemvint outputs. As

atio isunlmitd, nd he itiberprintedfoitsefc
elemenolt is 1 imiti td to 30, Th'le shortes;t anld 1 ongest i uterval"
printed in thle sulmmary arc determinelld trou the unllimfited number)01
of Changes occurring in thle simulation,

s Vo~iiI.gurc' o 11 lus t ates a SampII)C 101n1t list OutiPtito t~ Ithe inplut
Inum il igure, 4. Vol* echl-1 elomwnt tile long list hevadings;

cunta in thlt fol lowing. a i icraft dose r i~t ion, ntumber of' aircraft
inl tile fleet, aircraft mservice life, elem;ent de'scr pt iou, PITý
dlicted avera 0 !tit igUO life' Of thle elemen01t, actuall averagO fit-
t iguo I ife oý the element, and thle mllit al inspeCt ion 1Intorvals,

er each a irtcraft be ing tracked, thlt long li st Opt ion Causes
selected .linlormat ion to he printed Cacti tilute thlt program cen Io
plaqsses to ceortainl events and rout i tes, These evenits and routines
i olong with thet Informaition printed are the fol lowhing:

lvenit ENTiiR. SRVICIi - Prints a ircraflt Wolnt ificatiolou number,
numer ~l~u~sTi'm aart or' slimulation, n roj octed fli gnt

hIOUrs tinlt i I C I'llck in It lat IonIS, an Id th low 11nd fast Ir'ck
growth rates.

IRouthincIv AlMiiE~\PO - Prints a ircraf't ident.i t la-
Vlo on-- i i num'oF 7T I TI~ftl -n a~~ v-ý I r -z raif t , flIi ghIit ho auri s utint I I
crack. initiations, anld thet slow and fa~st crack grawth rates.

Event I.SVIi )A( Prints aircraf't idwnti I icat Ionl11mb i-' in -Toiion a irc raft.

livent CORROSION -Prints aircraft identi ficat ion numher,
71 lg i"Ft mV on arcraft, revised slow and flint cakgotI
rates, revised timles un11til crack inlitiationls, and revised
timei until failure.

livont 1 ''U(II.RitCId-Prints aircraft idenitfi clat ion
nlUmhb7'flT Ii t me" on aTi'c lft , and proj octud fl ijiit hiours
until eloment failure.

Event 2. S'RENGTH.HI, RDUCI'ION - Prints a ircraft identification
Iubr Ulh ttill) onl a~i'craft, and projocted Clighit hours
until e lement failuire,

11V
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Event 3.SrREN(VrI.IiDUCION Prints aircraft ident ificat iou
Iuni lite---1ig on aicrift, and projected flight hours

until elemenlt failure,

Event 1. ITl - Prints aircraft identification number, length
of craeck, Land flight time on aircraft.

Event 2. 1I'. - Prints aircraft identification number, length
of ! 1nd flight time on aircraft.

L.vont 3.1 Tli Prints aircraft identification number, length
of ca-• k -ind fl ight time on aircraft.

EIvent I).I,'LVEL. INSPECTION - Prints aircraft identification
t, numb1er an •FCT-'- h t lne on aircraft. If an inspection inter-

val increase is implemented at this time, revised intervals
arv also printed.

Ru utine EXAMINE For each defect found, priivts si:e of do-
?"T7T' V 0ý-iuspoction, aircraft identification number,
and flight tillme oil aircraft.

Emi.vnt REA.\CII .A AI4.. SAIiF . LGT - Prints a ircraft ident ii icat ion

inlumelr n•i ýIT Th~it if1 0i aircraft.

Evont FAILUREi Prints aircraft identification number,
r['l-T-'tFi-ii--on aircraft, sum of crack lcngths, and element
residual strength.

Event EI "TREI. IFROM.StSER\ 'ICk. - Pr ints aircraft idvnti ficat i(,n
�i A iiif -1T1-wFiTii 11OFIII a i rC ra ft

Evetit REPAIR Prints aircraft idCent ification numler and
pirojectoed i-}Wes to crack init tat ions.

Event I NCRIIASE. I NSPI.iCT ION, I: I. NCY - Prints revised C-level

Event FIorIDIATE._PLEIiT. 1NSP.CTION 1or each defect found,
pr-Ints tye o-jVtefect, YVs .f--dr-ilcfect, aircraft identifica-
tion number, and flight time on aircraft.
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;1N D CR4A CK I N IT IAT I (IN P 9 oIJE CII fa T rfxl$I'S FLIGHT HOUWS

SR1) CRACK INITIATION PROJECYEO Al h~paq FLIG.HT HOURS

BL(3C CRACK GROKvTH RATE =.000073 1i4HS/I~tUR

FAST CRACK frOr)NTH RATF n:ut .OIJNA rCFS/w0UR

tN3PECTTO'4 INTERVAL IFICREAS Ik1PLFMI#T1FO
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A/C NO. 46 RETIRED FROM SERVICE AT 60000 FLIGHT HOURS

fl-LEVEL tVJSPECTInN PERFORMED ON A/C NO. 4q7 AT 151438 HO1URS

1)-LEVEL INSPECTION PERFORmED ON A/C MO. WR AT S8875 HOURS

A/C NO. M91 RETIRED FRCIm SERVICE AT 60000 FLIGHT HOURS

b. Structural Element: IVSC-SWB-AFT-0030

Figure 6 - Continued
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AIRCRAFT TYREJ i4YARIO

%t'AERc tIp AIRCRAFT IN FLFITI S00 AttieAFT sEivicr LIfft "IfflI 1jIws

31RUCTURAAL ELFMINTI wiSC.S%8-AFT-00bA

flRFAICTEI) AVr.AOF PAT MUP LIFE1 614400I HOfURS ACTUAL AVERAGE fAttO'-f IF Mt 'kUP4 KrIORS

INIIIAIL INSP~ECTION INItFlVALfl

A-.LEVEL j)% HO(UPS
K.L iVFL PODn HtIURS
C-TA'VEL l000 HOURS
I-L fVF L 1i0OO NOUNS

A/C NO, i FNT*NS SERVICE ISO HO.URS FROM STARI OIF SPAULATION

ISI CRACK tNIhTrAT TON PROJ(CtFn AT A?790? FLIGHT NOUNS
2N 0 CQAC'( INITIATION PWOJfCT~fr AT 1AQQ&UI? FLIGH1 HOURS
IRN) CRACX INITIATION PQROJFCFn AT IiS9PMS4 FLIGHT HOURS
SLOW C61ACK (r0ChATH RATE a *000ntkR TKCHES/HOIUW
PAST CQACI( r.4001k QATE a .001770 INCwFS/110UR

fl.LFVEL t'SiSFCTjflN P FWl4MFO ON A/,r NO. AT tý060 MULINs

T\SPECTI-1'i tNTFPV&L INCQEASF IkPLvPINTfn
C-LEVEL INTPRVAL N(IA IP50 HwfLtJV

l-LidVEL IN~TERVAL NOW I5005 mrkipS

(0-LFVEL T'4SPFCTInN PERFORMEDrr ON A/,- NO. I AT ?4A00O HOURS

TNSPFECTTO'4 INTERVAL INCREASE IMPLEMFHT~r'
C-LEVEL TNTE.RVAL NOWv 1553 HOURSI 0-LEVFL INTFRVAL NOw 10750 HOURS

)-LEVFL Tv,.PFC1tnN PEWFORM~r) Of, A/r NIO, IAt SROAA HOURS

I NSPECTION INTFRVAL INCRkASE TMPLEAENTEO)
C-LEVEL INtFRVAL NUOe 1953 HOURS

0-LEVE INTERVAL NOw p3a36 HOURS

INSPECTION INTERVAL TIPCHEASE IMPLEVFNI1EO
C-LEVEL INTERVAL NOA 6P'J HOURS
0-LEVEL INTENVAL NOn A?03 HOURS

FLEET WIDE SPECITAL INSPEC7ION PEPDPOMETI

0-LEVEL I'JSPFCTITON PEQNPUNMEO ON A/C NO. I At 5I90h HOURS

INSPECTION INTERVAL INCREASE ImPLEk-FNIED
C-LEVEL INTERVAL NOW ASOJ HOURS
0-LEVEL TNTERVAL NO* 10254 HOURS

A/C NO. I RETTREO) FROM4 SFRVICF AT 60510n FLIGHT HOURS

INSPECTION TNTEPVAL INCREASE IMPLEMFNtED
C-LEVEL INTERVAL NOW 1068R HOURS
0-LEVEL TNTERVAL NOW 128t? HOURS

ISPECTION INTERVAL INCREASE IMPLEMENTED

C-LEVEL TNTFQVAL NOW 1135 HOURS
0-LEVEL INTFRVAL NOW 160?? HOURS

INSECTONINTERVAL INCREASE IMPLEMENTED
C-LEVEL INTERVAL NOW 1660 HOURS
fl-LEVEL INTERVAL NOR ?OOP? HOURS

C. Structural Element: WSC-SIWB-AFT-0060

Figure 6 - Continued
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137 11,4111 WNIIION pwuJICTIf AT eVf%%AAkP14I MUIO w aON

ANn CRACK INIlTIIIVN PROOJCT~0 Al ?1A4094 $LIGHT e040114

ýq CI1AC'( INITIATIONh PwelIClrO) &I IliaU001 Wal)~ IOUR

SC'lACK O"Wfl#.?N QAI O414 SNI

PAR? C'4ACK ( flilI4 RM? a l ,N 'uAt. lS O0 v

Aic Nn. it FNFR UV~4,410 1,1000 NOISPIRO START OP SIMtIL&IION

IS? CRACK INIIIAU1O'. Pi&NJWtlO it N,?Ofl iI IGHT "VWi'4

WNO CAWK INI, 1411oll VIQ'4FClr At 4`14AM40~ 6LIC,"? MOOjl

Awn 4kefAC INITIAT~ION ,?NI)JEC~lln AT I Ill% PL.IGHTNl .101

SI.A CRACK ("tO400111 walP * '0091 INt"MS/OUR

1A
9

.l CR~ACK 11,4fOId?1 Will A 11OlA'IC SfVN

A/C NV1. IP flilQ SFiVICI 10 6ll W4~k JllM 3 1 AMI OF 8IV1Jml 41 N

lISk C~all INITIATION PUOJECIVO Al toAiQl FLbONGMTOIll

ONO~ CRACK INtfllIAIIN QI4OrCI~l Al bt#.Iq'" t'114 mIiOIJII

Allifl IqAll INtItiAION P~lVJkCrl'( AT 7ý?ýalj $ll hnji',OM

SLnA CRACK 4Q001", RAIP 6 ill ICYSNO

Fist CRACK WRY0El QATI a 00iA1uh SN~~

flLEfqFL 14SPFrCitniq P fllt'itn ON &.'C, NjI. 4 AT 101400 ~l?~jQS

D.LI'VEL 11410WI.CII 0004m~n oll &,C NO, pl l t j o aIUUS

IN53PECION IllP lVAI. INC4lASItIVAPlI

C-~.Vl pNIFAVAL l4V 101O *0i, NOUN

O)-LkVV.L INSPECTION PFNPONuPO ON A/c NO. I? Al IýAl KOUiJS

OLE4VPL ldPFCTI IN PEWORll ON A/C Ill 4 AT ?41100 HOURIS

n-LP14EL 1SPECYTfIN PFQMQl ON A/C. NO, 10 AIJ 1 0~ 140k)WI

INSPECTIlON ITElRVAL INCREASE IbAP0101iIf*O

C-LfVEL INTFRVAL Nfvýl l m~t~~NlIN

0-LEVEL INTERVAL NON I197O 400Rv,

fl.LkVFL l\JSPFC~lO PlF4P1n~vlF ON A/C NO. it il .oltoCI ml0R

?- I. 4SNPCTlON PLHFUNME) (IN A/c NO. I? At ValO M(OUNTI

o-uEvL SRCIONPaklOnUwfl (N A/C 
N~O* Q AT SQOfl .101)14

n-LE4FL I.SPFC~t'f-N P1NFOU"1,41 (IN~ A/C Nn. 10 A? 01'10% NOUNS

INSPECtION IllRVI INCREASE PPLEV4Nl~rI

C.LFVEL IllIVA NOV4 1951 M4OORS

r)-LFVPA. INFRVAL NOh Plu'.$ mnOOS

d. Structural Element: WSC-SWB-AFT-0090

Figure 6 - Continued
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0O1.Yvo. NV191CIVIN 0114FUR"n (IN Ait' NO, 10 It us%1%0l HOrWA

C .L0 0 1. INI RY&VL Nil# eiAu H111INS

Ib.LFi.L INVIIVAL Nil% 9ý0$ N'IORS
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"NJ'dQfU 0 "I A I WC WA F I IN V L k ? t 1106f AIRCR'&AFT 't.1QVICl` LIPE t hAnnofl "J'W
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0
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4
J PRoJfCtkD AT C'Iwsh~boq FLIGHT HOURS
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e. Structural Eliement: WSC-SIB-AFT-012
7

Figure 6 - Continued
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t)-LEVFLI NTFOVAI. NO"9 ?ýý HOURS
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FLEET '40F SPýC1AL INSPýCTIVN PfOR$000
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INSPFCtIO4J TNYPRVAL INCRFASF IMPLFMFNIEO)
C-k.FVFL INTEFJvAL NOA Iobjk H0119S
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0)-LEVEL INSPFCIION PERFOIJIEO ON A/C N(1. %?I~ Al 'c,)qSj HOURS
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0-LEVEL 144PECITON PEQFORM40 ON A/C NO. 47? AT ~4039% HOURS
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e. Structural Element: WSC-SWB-AFT-0127 (Concluded)

Figure 6 Concluded
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

in the following detailed description of 
the SAIFE program,

each event and routine in the program is presented separately.

Except for the PREAMBLE, each presentation consists of a descrip-

tion, the definition of the local variables, if any, and a flow

chart to illustrate the logic of the event or routine.
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1. PREAMBLE

The PREAMBLE is the definition section of a SIMSCRIPT pro-
gram. All global variables and global arrays are defined. Tem-
porary entities are defined and tally statistics are identified.
Event notices and functions are defined and an event priority
order is set. The global real variables are listed and described
below in the order in which they appear in the PREAMBLE. Global
real variables which are input variables are not included here
but can be found in the input section.

Global Real Variables

FLEET.STR.RED - This variable is the sum of crack lengths found
in the fleet since the last inspection frequency change.

1AAFL - This variable is the actual average fatigue life of the
eIement design determined in the MAIN program.

CRRF - Assigned a value in routine INITIALIZATION according to
t--h-element corrosion resistance rating, this variable is mul-
tiplied by the aircraft corrosion growth rate to give the element
corrosion growth rate.

COST.OF.REPAIRS This variable is the sum of repair costs for
t-e fleet since- the last modification.

FIXIT.COST - This variable is the cost of repairing a defect
"found at a particular inspection level. Its value is set in the
inspection events.

CHG.FREQ.TIME - This variable is set equal to TIME.V whenever an
inspection interval change is scheduled in the event REPAIR.

1CRKT - Each time a first crack occurs, this variable is set
equal to the service time on the aircraft.

1CORT - Each time corrosion occurs, this variable is set equal to
tHe service time on the aircraft.

1SDT - Each time service damage occurs, this variable is set
equal to the service time on the aircraft.

ACRKL, BCRKL, CCRKL, DCRKL, SCRKL - Each time a crack is found
during an A-level, B-level, C-level, D-level, or Special inspec-
tion, the corresponding variable is set equal to the crack length.

ACA, BCA, CCA, DCA SCA - Each time corrosion is found during an
A-level, B-level, t-_TT el, D-level, or Special inspection, the
corresponding variable is set equal to the corrosion area.
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AIRFRAME.TIME I'his variable is the number of flight hours ac-
cumulated since the last modification for aircraft no longer in
service.

G1CRK - Each time a first crack occurs, this variable is set
equal to the service time on the aircraft.

GICOR - Each time corrosion occurs, this variable is set equal to
the service time on the aircraft.

GsIt) - Each time service damage occurs, this variable is set
equal to the service time on the aircraft.

GACRK, GBCRK, GCCRK, GDCRK, GSCRK - Each time a crack is found
during an A-level, B-level, C-level, 13-level, or Special inspec-
tion, the corresponding variable is set equal to the crack length.

GACA, GBCA, GCCA, GDCA, GSCA - Each time corrosion is found dur-
ing an A-level, B-level, C-level, D-level, or Special inspvcýtion,
"the corresponding variable is set equal to the corrosion area.
'INSL. D1NSL Each time there is an inspection interval change,

these variables are set equal to the C-level and D-level inter-
vals, respectively.

KSMP This variable is set equal to 1.0 in the A-level, B-level,
an--C-level inspection events and set equal to the D-level samp-
l ing percentage in the D- level inspect ion event.

The global integer variables are listed next. Again, input
variables are not included in this list.

Global Integer Variables

ID - In each event and routine, this variable is the identifica-
tion number of the aircraft being processed.

fUCK - This variable is initialized to zero and incremented by
oYn-ieach time an aircraft enter-, service.

I - This variable is used as a local index or array subscript in
Jifferent locations in the program.

COUNT.ELEMENT - Each time new element data is read in, this var-
iable is incremented by one.

NICHG - This variable is the number of times that the inspection
intervals have changed.

,,ITA This variable is the identification number of the aircraft
among the ten high-time aircraft with the fewest flight hours.
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,The f'oa I ar'rays at1zo 14 1 tQd next. '10ixst othorw ise noted,
-a a1 r'i vs'l a a o d- 1i10i s nsina , As lie Co 'o, Input arrays art nlOt
i 1c1Itdvd in this List.

Real Ar.'a_ 's

C. INTERVAIL, I), IN'HiRVAL Tho oelements of t hese arrays are tOhl
current insp-cV-i an[l-level ins)OCtion litorvals for each air-
craft In the fleet.

F2 ABCD - 'lThis array is of size four and contains the most recent
i .ýYitrvals for each of the four levels of inspection.

CKRIiP.'I',lH - This array is the simulation time of the most recent
Scra-•1 reair for each aircraft.
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ý\1111R1 A2f ,A These arr'iay i Ve liat l e t a .1k of th o ev 1nt nt ic Ieat I
~kvrc tito Oithac ait re raft for the event a 1 .sjwcthn cot,

GKI- THi a array 1isth Own Croinotc 1dnt ficat ion nacbor fot,
eric rairf fo vn ~\bR2

AIRLAU This array Ir the iltemporaryetity Aidntuificaotio r-

A1811 SI3 kC AL.)L Those a rrays c lar il the .'Voit. not ice Wellt I -
ITf1ioati onCa~~lo, each aircrafrt for thle -events IA.TLiVGTL.IN

REDUCTIO)N, andI3.NSBTII4 C. 3VLLISPRECTION, anDUCTINLEv-
ISPoCTION rspctvey

AALABL AC LO ADI- These arrays are thle event notice identifiato
fiainnumbers for each aircraft forth events COOINand TE.INPCION.

INCREASEi, respectively.



AC \ i) .' 'I'rlati rair a, )C onto ins the hdntilt),ola f lt n lo lnumbe's of t•Ios
a I ri' tt C'rlt t 1' 1. 1 ti s t r twturea ' 1 1rf' ai lureo for it piar'ticular e I 1lo t

1C•l , O1.CO -Th' sm, arat yi A ' the, numbe ar of cracks and co rwsion
, iv'lv , detectod lat elich of tho foul te vl ,ls of

ltsipect loll c ot' it p art iular Olvi lmi t.t

AII '-Thi, s arraF Tcontains tho ot nint itiat ionf numlc 's of t1 o fe
XVIAV' tQxptH'iollC iig 5tsVuturalt Citilui'e for 1ilIt patcular olvimelt

t li"t,~ i~itiaoaicr t
tit)I c R, t(Io CO - 1110" a anl'l~ atro tilh, numbor ofC crac ks alun Corro-
'iCWiX-t's, ro' 4ctvoly, ~ketoctok alt Vach Of the(. foul, lovols

of' Inispect loll Cot, it particular elowunt type.

III T 1I$li. ACRVT' -IThis~ arra'ly Conlta ins 00i Ident i liccat Wun nuanhers ofI
t h&'T'~T' l~hWt I mvie t i rc ra ft.

A\PI 1) - This array contains the ident I ication numbers of those
i"'alr'a~t with it part icul ar element whose residual ,I rength hasroached the I'all I, mlfo strength,

SAPD - This array contains the identif icat loll n1umers of those
ai'•' IFt with at particular element type whose residual strength
has reached the 'aiI-safe strength,

S'rI M- Th'li s a rray conta ins the f 1 ight hours on each ai rcra ft when
t-i-res idual st rength for a part icular element reaches the fail -
safe strength.

SSTIIM - This array contains the flight hours on each airc raft
'dFit-the residual strength for a particular element type reaches
the fail-safe strength.

FETItR - This array contains the flight hours on each aircraft
ihei-structural failure occurs for a particular element.

S'LTIIR - This array contains the fligli.t hours on each aircraft
w-eTivstructural failure occurs for a particular element type.

ARFSL - This array is the event notice identification number for
eachaircraft for event RE'ACH,.FAIL.SAFE.I.GT.

All, A2E, A3E - These arrays are the event notice identification
n--mTbers for each aircraft for events l.ITE, 2.ITE, and 3.ITE,
respectively.
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The global alpha arrays are listed next. As before, input

arrays are not included In this list.

,• (Globul Alpha Ar~ray~s

ICGoblXT 2Cit.EX I S11'S 3.CR.1,XISTS - The elements of these

l}' a•arrays ae set' oUiiT-' to-rTE-tr'Ti: each aircraft whenever there is

a first, second, and third crack initiation, respectively.

. C.CO.IiXISTS - This array is set equal to "YES" for each aircraft
!! ýic i-ft7 TTa s corrosion initiation.

SI), SCH - This array is set equal to "YES" for each aircraft that
Was event IN.SRIVICE.DAMAGIE scheduled.

SSTAN - This array is the station number which identifies each
aircraft experiencing the failure of a particular element type.

SIiLNB - This array is the .,tat ion number which identifies each
aircraft with a particular element type whose residual strength
has reached the fail.-safe strength.

AIL, 'SH - This array is set equal to "YES" for each aircraft
when 5nts REACH. FAIL. SAFE. LGT and FAILURE, respectively, are
scheduled.

T11l 12 1J-,I.3 - This array is set equal to "YES" for each air-
craft that has events 1.ITE, 2.ITE, and 3.ITE, respectively,
scheduled.

TMOD.PENDING - This array is set equal to "YES" for each aircraft
that has a modification pending because of a fatigue test failure.

SMOD.PENDING - This array is set equal to "YES" for each aircraft
thatFhas a Tmodification pending because of service experience.

INSP.SCH - This array is set equal to "YES" for each aircraft
that has inspections below the overhaul level scheduled.

l.INT, 2.INT, 3.INT - These arrays are set equal to "YES" for
each aircraf't that has a first crack, second crack, or third
crack, respectively, initiated internally.

C.INT - This array is set equal to "YES" for each aircraft that
has corrosion initiated internally.

The temporary entity definitions and tally statements are
self-explanatory. The events, functions, and routines are de-
scribed in detail in the following sections.
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2. MAIN

2.1 Descrilhtion

In the MAIN program, space is reserved for all global ar-
rays. The following operations are performed in the order given:
all input data is read in; the actual average fatigue life of the
element type is calculated; the necessity of a structural modifi-
cation because of a fatigue test failure is determined; the first
event ElNTIiR.SE.RVICE is scheduled; and the simulation is initiated.

2.2 Local Variables

NFTS -This real variable is the time in flight hours from
if6i-T the second production rate goes into effect to wlhen the
last aircraft enters service.

SATL - This real variable is the earliest simulation time at
w-IT-Eh a structural modification because of a fatigue test
failure is ready for installation.
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S2.3 Flow Chart

MAIN.

Reserve aircraft arrays.

Read aircraft data.

N Does LONG.LIST="YES"?

Y

Read in elements and aircraft to be tracked.

6 Reserve element arrays.

Read element data.

Does ELEMENT(l ):"EOD" ?

N Is this element a different element type

than previous element?

Y N

"Does LONG.LIST="NO"?
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Call routine SUMMARY,

3

Call routine INITIALIZATION.

Calculate actual average fatigue life of
element type.

Does fatigue test failure occur at less
than twice the aircraft service life?

Schedule a structural modification.

Is long list option in effect?
Y

Print long list headings.

Schedule event ENTER.SERVICE.

Start simulation.

Does LONG.LIST="NQ"?

U54
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Cal routine DISPLAY,.OUTPUT,

Does LONG.LIST="NO" ?

V

Call routine SUMMARY.

(- END.
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,3, IN ITI'_A. L I Z__ArI ON

3. 1 D)os C r1)t ioil

This routilno is callod imeodiatoly after reading each now
sot of element input duta. fThis routine changes the insp ction
level codes to numeric valuos, sets the corrosion growth multi-
plying factor based on the corrosion resistance ratint, and
resets the tally counters. It also initializes all tNe oleioent
global variables which are not part of the input, This routino
is called from the MAIN program.

3.2 Local Variablvs

':There aer no localI variables in this routine.

3 3 Fllow (hlirt

Routine INITIALIZATION.

Change inspection level codes to numeric values.

Set corrosion growth multiplying factor.

Reset tally counters.

Initialize global variables.

Return.
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4. SUM. INIT1ALIZE

4.1 Description

This routine is called each time a new element type is read
in. The element type is identified by the first twelve charac-
ters of the element identification. This routine initializes the
global variables and resets the tally counters. This routine is
"called from the MAIN program.

"4.2 Local Variables

There are nio local variables in this routine.

4.3 Flow Chart

Routine SUM.INITIALIZE.

EL Initialize global variables.

L I Reset tally counters.

Return.
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5. REAL. LIFE

5.1 Description

This routine accepts (1) the predicted average fatigue life
of a particular element design and (2) the mean and standard
deviation of the log-normal distribution of the ratio of the
actual average fatigue life to the predicted average fatigue
life. A random selection is made from the distribution and
multiplied by the predicted average fatigue life. The resulting
actual average fatigue life is returned to the calling routine.
REAL.LIFE can be called from the MAIN program and events IMPLE-
MENT.MODIFICATION and T. IMPLEMENT.MOD.

5.2 Local Variables

NLMEAN - This real variable, whose value is passed from the
calling routine, is the mean of the ratio distribution.

RATIO - This real variable, determined to be log-normally
UT ýT•ibuted, is the ratio of the actual fatigue life of an
element design to its predicted fatigue life.

STD.DEV - This real variable, whose value is passed from the
calling routine, is the standard deviation of the ratio
di stribut ion.

PDL - This real variable is the design predicted average
fatigue life passed from the calling routine.

RFL - This real variable is the element actual average
f-atigue life which is returned to the calling routine.

'46
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5.3 Flow Chart

Routine REAL.LIFE.

Randomly select RATIO from distribution.

> Is RATIO within allowable limits?

N

Set RATIO to limit.

Calculate actual average fatigue life.

Return with actual average fatigue life.
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6. ENTER.SERVICE

6.1 Description

This event represents the entry into service of a new air-
craft. The temporary entity AIRCRAFT is created and identified
by the variable AIRPLANE(ID). The entity attributes TAIL. ID and
ENTRY.TIME are defined and the AIRPLANE is filed in the set
ACTIVE.FLEET. The routine FATIGUE.LIFE.SCATTI'R is called to de-
termine the times to first, second, and third crack initiations.
The slow and fast crack growth rates are calculated. The times
to corrosion initiation and service damage are calculated. If
either of these times is less than the service life of the air-
craft, the corresponding defect is scheduled. If there is a
production defect, the time to first crack initiation is replaced
by a time drawn from a distribution of times to crack initiation
of aircraft with production defects. If the long list option is
in effect for each aircraft being tracked, this routine pirints
the following: (1) aircraft identification and time it enters
service, (2) times to crack initiations, and (3) slow and fast
crack growth rates. Crack initiations, D-level inspection, and
retirement from service are also scheduled. If the present
aircraft is not the last aircraft of the fleet, another Ii>'l'I
SERVICE is scheduled. This event can only be scheduled in the

IMAIN program and within itself.

6.2 Local Variables

1DEFL3CT. LIFE - This real variable is the time to firs;t crack
intýta6ioH-when the aircraft has a production defect.

IIOURS.TO.CORROSION This real variable is the time to
corrosion initiation.

SECOND. LIFE - This real variable is the time to second crack
initiation.

STD.SLOW - This real variable is the standard deviation of
the dT -.-1-t-ribution of slow crack growth rates.

F FIRST. LIFE - This real variable is the time to first crack
initiation when tle aircraft has no production defect.

COURS.TO.SERVICE.DAMAGE - This real variable is the time to
service --- gd ag occurrence.

RN - This real variable is a uniformly distributed random
ii'mber between zero and one.

STD FAST - This real variable is the standard deviation of
fth'e-di(s-t-ribution of fast crack growth rates.

TIIRI RLIF12 - This real variable is the time to third crack
i in t iaEt0ion.
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Event ENTER. SERVICE,

Create an AIRCRAFT and file in ACTIVE.FLEET.

Determine times to first three crack initiations,

Calculate slow and fast crack growth rates.

Determine times to corrosion initiation and
service damage.

Is time to corrosion initiation less than aircraft
service life?

Schedule a corrosion initiation.

Is time to service damage less than aircraft
service life?

V

Schedule a service damage occurrence.

N Is random number less than probability of a
production defect?

Y

Determine new time to first crack initiation.
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Is long list option in effect?

V

"Print long list output if aircraft is one
being tracked.

Is time to first crack initiation less than aircraft
service life or is corrosion initiation scheduled?

Schedule first crack initiation.

Ts time to second crack initiation less than aircraft
y service life or is corrosion initiation scheduled?

Schedule second crack initiation.

N Is time to third crack initiation less than aircraft
service life or is corrosion initiation scheduled?

Schedule third crack initiation.

Schedule first D-level inspection and aircraft
retirement.

y Is this last aircraft to enter service?

N

Schedule event ENTER.SERVICE.

Return.

so



7. FATI GUIE. LIFE. SCATTER

7.1 Description

This routine receives the actual average fatigue life of tile
element design from the calling routine and returns the times to
crack initiation of the first three fatigue cracks for the ele-
ment in a particular aircraft. These times are random selections
from a two-parameter Weibull distribution. This routine can be
called from routine INSTALL.MODIFICATION and events ENTER.SERVICE
and REPAIR.

7.Z Local Variables

ALPHA - This real variable is the shape parameter of the
T`-F-gue life distribution.

FIRST.LIFE - This real variable is the time to first crack
initiation. This time is returned to the calling routine.

N - This integer variable, passed from the calling routine,
identifies the random number stream to be used.

RN - This real variable is a uniformly distributed random
i,-umber.

ITHIRD.LIFE - This real variable is the time to third crack
"initiation. This time is returned to the calling routine.

BETA - This real variable is the scale parameter of the
Tatigue life distribution.

LIFE - This real array of length three is used to temporar-
!T-hold the times to crack initiation of the three fatigue
cracks.

RFL - This real variable is the element actual average
f-atigue life passed from the calling routine.

SECOND.LIFE - This real variable is the time to second crack
initiation. This time is returned to the calling routine.
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7.3 Flow Chart

Routine FA1'IGUL.1i 1. .CAVILR.

Draw uniformly disiriluted random number.

Calculate time to crack init'ation.

N Times calculated for it racks?

Y

Return.
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8. INSTALL.MODIPICATION

8.1 Description

This routine represents the installation of a structural
modification caused by a fatigue test failure or by aircraft ser-
vice experience. The modification is installed during a repair
or a D-level inspection. All previously scheduled defect initia-
tions are cancelled, and new times to defect initiations are cal-
culated for each aircraft when it is modified. This routine can
be called from the events REPAIR and D.LEVEL. INSPECTION.

8.2 Local Variables

DEFECT.LIFE - This real variable is the time to crack
initiation drawn from a distribution of fatigue lives of
elements having production defects.

IIOURS.TO.CORROSION - This real variable contains the value
returnec--by routine PREDICT.CORROSION.

RST - This real variable is the remaining service time to
retirement of the aircraft being considered.

STD.FAST - This real variable is the standard deviation of
the distribution of fast crack growth rates.

THIRD.LIFE - This real variable is the time to third crack
initiation returned by routine FATIGUE.LIFE.SCATTER.

FIRST.LIFE - This real variable is the time to first crack
initiation returned by routine FATIGUE.LIFE.SCATTER.

RN - This real variable is drawn from a uniform distribution
oT random numbers between 0 and 1.

SECOND.LIFE - This real variable is the time to second crack
initiation returned by routine FATIGUE.LIFE.SCATTER.

STD.SLOW - This real variable is the standard deviation of
the distribution of slow crack growth rates.
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8.3 Flow Chart

Routine INSTALL.MODIFICATION.

Set C-level and D-level intervals to initial values.

Cancel previously scheduled inspections.

Cancel previously scheduled FAILURE.

Call routine FATIGUE.LIFE.SCATTER.

lA Cancel previously scheduled defect initiations.

Cancel previously scheduled REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT.

Schedule new defect initiations.

Return.
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9. INSERVICE.DAMAGE

9.1 Description

This event represents the occurrence of a service damage de-
fect. This occurrence results in the immediate initiation of the
next scheduled crack. A new time to service damage is determined.
If the new time is less than the remaining time in service of the
aircraft, this event is scheduled once again. This event can be
scheduled from within itself or in event ENTER.SERVICE.

9.2 Local Variables

IDSDM - This integer variable is the identification number
o6TfTe aircraft for which the event was scheduled.

RST - This real variable is the remaining service time to
Fe-tirement of the aircraft being considered.

OURS.TO.SERVICE.DAMAGE - This real variable is the value
returned by routine PREEDICT.SERVICE.DAMAGE.
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9.3 Flow Chart

Event IN.SERVICE.DAMAGE.

Call routine PREEDICT.SERVICE.DAMAGE.

Is time to service damage less than remaining
service time of aircraft?

Schedule event IN.SERVICE.DAMAGE.

N •Is first crack initiation scheduled?

Reschedule first crack to occur immediately.

Return.

Is second crack initiation scheduled?

Reschedule second crack to occur immediately.

Return.

N Is third crack initiation scheduled?

Y

Reschedule third crack to occur immediately.

Return.
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10. T. IMPLEMENT.MOD

10.1 Description

This event represents the development of a structural modi-
fication because of a fatigue test failure. This event deter-
mines the actual average fatigue life of the modification and
schedules an increase in inspection frequencies at some percen-
tage of the fatigue test life. This event is scheduled in the
MAIN program.

10.2 Local Variables

NSIG - This real variable is (SIG.R)(.85) and is based on
tFe---assumption that a modification usually improves the
actual average fatigue life of a particular design.

NMU - This real variable is MU.R+0.15(l.O-MU.R) and is also
based on the foregoing assumption for NSIG.

10.3 Flow Chart

Event T. IMPLEMENT.MOD.

Set actual average fatigue life equal to predicted.

Does MOD.TESTED="NO"?
Y

Call routine REAL.LIFE.

N Is fatigue test life less than aircraft service life?

Y

Indicate that aircraft in service require retrofit.

Schedule event T.INSPECTION.INCREASE.

Return.
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11. PRE'DDICT. SE.LRVI CE. DAMAGE

11.1 Description

This routine generates the time to service damage occurrence
for a given aircraft from a constant service damage occurrence
rate. If the service damage occurrence rate is zero in the in-
put, the routine sets the time to service damage occurrence as
twice that of the aircraft service life. This routine can be
called from events ENTER.SERVICE and IN.SL,,VICE.DAMAGE.

11.2 Local Variables

OURS.TO.SERVICL.DAMAGE - This real variable is the time to
service damage occurrence in flight hours. This time is
returned by the routine.

RN - This real variable is a uniformly distributed random
number between 0 and 1.

11.3 Flow Chart

Routine PREEDICT.SERVICE.DAMAGE.

N is service damage occurrence rate < 0?

Y

Set time to service damage equal to twice aircraft
service life.

Return.

Select uniformly distributed random number.

Calculate time to service damage.

Return.
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12. PREDICT.CORROSION

12.1 Description

This routine generates time to corrosion initiation for a
given aircraft from a time-dependent occurrence rate approximated
by two constant rates. The first constant occurrence rate, the
second constant occurrence rate, and the service time on the air-
craft when the second rate goes into effect are all input vari-
ables. This routine can be called from the routine INSTALL.
MODIFICATION and events ENTER.SERVICE and REPAIR.

12.2 Local Variables

CRCT - This real variable is the remaining time in flight
fi--urs until the second corrosion occurrence rate noes into
effect. This variable can be negative indicating that the
second rate is already in effect.

LD - This real variable is used to hold an intermediate
value during the calculation of time to corrosion initia-
tion. The calculation uses a combination of both corrosion
occurrence rates.

HIOURS.TO.CORROSION - This real variable is the flight time
unt-il corrosioninitiation. This time is returned to the
calling routine.

RN - This real available is a uniformly distributed random
number.
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12.3 Flow Chart

Routine PREDICT.CORROSION.

Select uniformly distributed random number.

Is time on aircraft greater than time at which
second occurrence rate goes into effect?

Calculate time to corrosion initiation using second rate.

Return.

Is selected random number > random number required
to yield corrosion initiatTon at time of occurrence
rate change?

Calculate time to corrosion initiation using first rate.

Return.

Calculate time to corrosion initiation using
combination of both occurrence rates.

Return.
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13. COROSION

13.1 Description

This event represents the initiation of a corrosion defect.
The remaining time to crack initiation of all scheduled cracks is
reduced by a corrosion damage factor. If either of the events
FAILURE or REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT is scheduled, its remaining time
until occurrence is also reduced by the corrosion damage factor.
This event can be scheduled in the routine INSTALL. MODIFICATION
and in events E'NTER.SERVICE and REPAIR.

13.2 Local Variables

CDM.NMULTIPLYING.FACTOR This real variable is the factor
which when multiplied by the remaining time to crack ini-

tiation accounts for the shortening effect of corrosion on
fatigue lives.

NFTM - If a FAILURE has been scheduled, this real variable
is the remaining time until its occurrence.

REMAINING.LIFE - This real variable is the remaining time
until a scheduled crack initiation.

TRT - If a RI3ACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT has been scheduled, this real
variable is the remaining time until its occurrence multi-
plied by the corrosion damage factor.

IDCO - This integer variable contains the identification
num'er of the aircraft for which the event CORROSION was
scheduled.

REDUCED.REMAINING.LIFE - This real variable is the RL ,L\INING.
LIFE m lt-l-ied by the corrosion damage factor.

RST - This real variable is the remaining service time of
tth aircraft under consideration.
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13.3 Flow Chart

Event COROSION

Is event REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT scheduled?
Y

Reduce remaining time to occurrence of
REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT by corrosion damage factor.

Is event FAILURE scheduled?
Y

Reduce remaining time to occurrence of FAILURE
by corrosion damage factor.

Is first crack initiation scheduled?
Y

Reduce remaining time to first crack initiation
by corrosion damage factor.

N Is second crack initiation scheduled?

Y

Reduce remaining time to second crack initiution
by corrosion damage factor.

Is third crack initiation scheduled?
Y

Reduce remaining time to third crack initiation
by corrosion damage factor.

Return.
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,4, RA1'Ph

fbhIS roMuti e statistically generatos element crack growth
vat•s which r1fl'lct va'r it Ion in mater:ial properties and load
,t\,i ronmit t, The growth rates are randomly drawn from a normal
distrIbution which Is defined by a mean growth rate and a stan-
dard devikation passed from the ca lling routine. If a random draw
yields a •oegative growth rate, the rate is set equal to the mean
groW th rate minius fouir standarid deviations. Thus, the user must
be sure that th: standard deviation is always loss than one-
fourth of t he mean, This routine is defined as a function in the
routitne PRI4AMlBIX and is used in event I.UNTER.SERVICEi and routine
INSTAI,. MODIICATION

14,1 Local Variables

(it - 'iis real variable is used to hold intermaediate values
1i1 the calculation of the crack growth rate.

M - i,; roal variable is the mean crack growth rate passed
't rom the calling routine.

RN T. ''hi, real variable is a uniformly distributed random
iiiiinhe r between I0 and 1.

S - This real variable is the crack growth rate standard
-deviation passed from the calling routine.

- ''h is roil variable is the element crack growth rate
returned to thle calling routine.

G,1 - This real variable is used to hold intermediate values
11 the calculat ion of the crack growth rate.

N - This integer variable, 1passed from the calling routine,
identifies the random number stream to be used.

RNI - This real variable, equal to 1.0 - RN, is a uniformly
Mltributed random number between 0 and 1.

W - This real , viable is used to hold intermediate values
in the calculation of the crack growth rate.
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14.3 Flow Chart

Routine RATE.

Select uniformly distributed random number.

Calculate crack growth rate.

Is calculated growth rate negative?

Set growth rate equal to mean minus four standard deviations.

Return.
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15. 1.STRENGTH.REDUCTION

15.1 Description

This event represents the initiation of the first crack. If
the long list option is in effect, the aircraft identification
number and flight hours are printed for those aircraft being
tracked. A uniform random number is compared with the probabil-
ity of internal cracking to determine whether this crack initi-
ates internally. If it does initiate internally, the time until
it becomes external is calculated and the event l.ITE is sched-
uled. Next, the time to structural failure is calculated by
using the three-part residual strength curve described in Vol.
II. If this time is less than the remaining service life of the
aircraft, the event FAILURE is scheduled. The time until the
residual strength of the element reaches the fail-safe strength
is calculated, and event REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT is scheduled. This
event can be scheduled in events ENTER.SERVICE, INSTALL.MODIFI-
CATION, and REPAIR.

15.2 Local Variables

ARG - This real variable is used as an intermediate value in
t-6 calculation of time until structural failure.

GR2 - This real variable is the fast crack growth rate.

IDISR - This integer variable is the aircraft identification
numlber.

KI, K11, K13, K4, K9, LC - These real variables are used as
intermediate values in tihe calculation of time until struc-
tural failure.

LIST - This real variable is set equal to 1.0 when tihe long
list option is in effect and the aircraft being processed is
one of those being tracked.

R2 - This real variable is the strength degradation rate
whien the crack length is between the critical crack length
and the fail-safe length.
SF -This real variable is the element fail-safe strength.

S1 - This real variable is the element residual strength

woen the crack is at the critical crack length.

TAR - This real variable is the simulation time at which the
aircraft being processed retires from service.

T1 - This real variable is the time in flight hours for the
F-ack to grow from its initiation to the critical crack
length.
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GRI - This real variable is the element slow crack growth
rate.

K10, K12? K2, K8, LGKS - These real variables are used as
intermediate values in the calculation of time until struc-
tural failure.

Rl - This real variable is the strength degradation rate
Trom crack initiation to critical crack length.

R3 - This real variable is the strength degradation rate
IYom fail-safe strength to structural failure.

SU - This real variable is the ultimate strength of the
e~lement.

T - This real variable is the time in flight hours until a
crack initiated internally becomes external.

TTF - This real variable is the time in flight hours until
element failure.

T2 - This real variable is the time in flight hours until
t-e fail-safe strength is reached.
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Event 1.STRENGTH.REDUCTION"

N Is long list option in effect?

Y

Print ID number and flight hours for aircraft

being tracked.

N Does crack initiate internally?

Y

Set I.INT to "YES".

Is time until crack becomes external less

Y than remaining service life of aircraft?

Schedule event I.ITE.

Is aircraft presently inspected below overhaul

level?
N

Call routine INSPECTION.SCHEDULER.
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Calculate time until residual strength equals
fail-safe strength.

Calculate time until structural failure.

Is time until fail-safe strength less than
remaining service life of aircraft?

Schedule event REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT.

N Is time until failure less than remaining
service life of aircraft?

Schedule event FAILURE.

Return.
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16. 2.STRENGTH.REDUCTION

16.1 Description

This event rel)resents the second crack initiation. If the
long list option is in effect, the aircraft identification number
and flight hours are printed for those aircraft being tracked. A
uniform random number is compared with the probability of inter-
nal cracking to determine whether this crack initiates internally.
If it does initiate internally, the time until it becomes external
is calculated and the event 2.1TE is scheduled. Next, the time
to structural failure is calculated by using the same three-part
residual strength curve as in event 1.STRENGTH.REDUCTION. How-
ever, the crack growth rate is now one calculated by a least-
squares fit of points determined from the sum of crack lengths of
the two cracks. This calculation is described in Vol. II. if
the time until failure is less than the remaining service life of
the aircraft, the event FAILURE is scheduled. The time until the
residual strength of the element reaches the fail-safe strength
is calculated and event REACH. FAIL.SAFE.LGT is scheduled. This
event can be scheduled in events ENTER.SERVICE, INSTALL.MODIFI-
CATION, and REPAIR.

16.2 Local Variables

ARG - This real variable is used as an intermediate value in
The calculation of time until element failure.

CL - This real variable is the crack length when the crack
initiated.

GR1 - This real variable is the slow crack growth rate.

Kb0, K12, K2, K8, LGK5, N - These real variables are used as
Tntermediate values in t-e calculation of time until element
failure.

R2 - This real variable is the strength degradation rate
when the composite crack length is between the critical
crack length and the fail-safe length.

SF - This real variable is the fail-safe strength of the
eFement.

SU - This real variable is the ultimate strength of the
element.

T - This real variable is the time in flight hours until a
crack initiated internally becomes external.
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TAR This real variable is the simulation time at which the
aiFcraft being processed retires from service.

TCL - This real variable is the time it takes a single crack
to6grow from its initiation to the critical crack length.

Tl This real variable is the time until the first crack
rh-aches its critical crack length.

WP WXS, WY, Y - These real variables are used as inter-
mediate val-ues in the calculation of time until structural
failure.

CCL - This real variable is the critical crack length of the
element.

DL - This real variable is the length of the first crack at
!Tic time of corrosion initiation.

GR2 - This real variable is the fast crack growth rate of
tTe element.

ID2SR - This integer variable is the aircraft identification
number.

1-1, Kl1, K13, K4, K9, LG - These real variables are used as
intermediate values in the calculation of time until struc-
tural failure.

LIST - This real variable is set equal to 1.0 when the long
list option is in effect and the aircraft being processed is
one of those being tracked.

RI - This real. variable is the strength degradation rate
--etween the time that a first crack initiates until the time
that this crack reaches its critical length.

R3 - This real variable is the strength degradation rate
T'om fail-safe strength until structural failure.

SMW - This real variable is used as an intermediate value in
the calculation of time until structural failure.

S1 - This real variable is the element residual strength
IVen the first crack is at the critical crack length.

TAC This real variable is the time of corrosion initia-tio6n.
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TAI - This real variable is the time of first crack initi-
"it-on.

TTF - This real variable is the time in flight hours until
structural failure.

T2 This real variable is the time in flight hours from
i"1'en an element has a residual strength until when it has a
fail-safe strength.

WX, WXY9 X - These real variables are used as intermedinte
values in the calculation of time until structural failire.
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16.3 Flow Chart

Event 2.STRENGTH.REDUCTION.

N Is long list option in effect?

Y

Print ID number and flight hours for aircraft
being tracked.

N Does crack initiate internally?

Y

Set 2.INT to "YES".

N Is time until crack becomes external less than

remaining service life of aircraft?

Schedule event 2.ITE.

N Is aircraft presently inspected below

N overhaul level?

Call routine INSPECTION.SCHEDULER.
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Calculate time until residual strength equals
fail-safe strength.

Calculate time until structural failure.

N Is time until fail-safe strength less than
remaining service life of aircraft?

Schedule event REACH.,FAIL.SAFELGT.

NN Is time until failure less than remaining

y service life of aircraft?

Schedule event FAILURE.

Return.
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17. 3.STRENGTH.RE DUCTION

17.1 Description

This event represents the third crack initiation. If the
long list option is in effect, the aircraft identification number
and flight hours are printed for those aircraft being tracked. A
uniform random number is compared with the probability of inter-
nal cracking to determine whether this crack initiates inter-
nally. If it does initiate internally, the time until it becomes
external is calculated and the event 3.ITEI is scheduled. Next,
the time to structural failure is calculated by using the same
three-part residual strength curve as in event l.STRENGTH.RE:DUC-
TION. However, the crack growth rate is niow calculated by a
least-squares fit of points determined from the sum of crack
lengths of the three cracks. This calculation is described in
Vol. II. If the time until failure is less than the remaining
service life of th, aircraft, the event FAILURE is scheduled.
The time until the residual strength of the element reaches the
fail-safe strength is calculated and event REACH.FAIL.SAFF.LGT is
scheduled. This event can be scheduled in events LNTER.SERVICE,
INSTALL.MODIFICATION, and REPAIR.

17.2 Local Variables

ARC - This real variable is used as an intermediate value in
: calculation of time until structural failure.

CL - This real variable is the crack length when the crack

Txrit iat ed.

GR1 - This real variable is the slow crack growth rate.

K10, K12? K2, K8, LGKS, N - These real variables are used as
intermediate values in the calculation of time until struc-
tural failure.

R2 - This real variable is the strength degradation rate
wwien the composite crack length is between the critical
crack length and the fail-safe length.

SF - This real variable is the fail-safe strength of the
ileraent.

SU - This real variable is the ultimate strength of the
e-ement.

T - This real variable is the time in flight hours until a
"Erack initiated internally becomes external.

TAR - This real variable is the simulation time at which the
a iIcraft being processed retires from service.
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TA2 - This real variable is the time of the second crack
]iiTtiation.

TTF - This real variable is the time in flight hours until
structural failure.

T2 - This real variable is the time in flight hours from
when the element has a residual strength until it reaches a
fail-safe strength.

WX, WXY, X, Y - These real variables are used as intermedi-
ate values-ii- the calculation of time until structural
failure.

ICL - This real variable is the crack length of the firstIcrack at third crack initiation.

CCL - This real varaible is the critical crack length of the
element.

DL - This real variable is the length of the first crack at
!t-e time of corrosion initiation.

GR2 - This real variable is the fast crack growth rate of
t--fh- element.

ID3SR - This integer variable is the aircraft identification
number.

KI, Kll, K13, K4, K9, LG - Those real variables are used as
intermediate values in the calculation of time until struc-
tural failure.

LIST - This real variable is set equal to 1.0 when the long
"ls-t option is in effect and the aircraft being processed is
one of those being tracked.

R1 - This real variable is the strength degradation rate
Tf-om when the first crack initiates until it reaches its
critical crack length.

R3 - This real variable is the strength degradation rate
7-om fail-safe strength until structural failure.

SMW - This real variable is used as an intermediate value in
th-e calculation of time until structural failure.

Sl - This real variable is the element residual strength
wvYcsi the first crack is at the critical crack length.
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TAC - This real variable is the time of corrosion initia-
t-ion.

TAl - This real variable is the time of first crack initia-
't-ion.

TCL - This real variable is the time it takes a single crack
to grow from its initiation to the critical crack length.

Ti - This real variable is the time until the first crackreaches its critical crack length.

W, WXS, WY, XK, Y2 - These real variables are used as
intermediate values in the calculation of time until struc-
tural- failure.

2CL - This real variable is the length of the second crack
a-tthe time of the third crack initiation.
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17 3 Io lW Ch 411,t

Event 3,STRLNGTH.REDLICTION

Is long list option in effect?

Print ID number and flight hutrs for aircraft
being tracked.

Does crack initiate internally?

Y

Set 3. INT to "YES".

Is time until crack becomes external less than

remaining service life of aircraft?Y

Schedule event 3A1TE.

Is aircraft presently inspected below overhaul

level?

Call routine INSPECTIONSCHEDULER.
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Calculate time until residual strength equals
fail-safe strength.

Calculate time until structural failure.

N Is time until fail-safe strength less than

Y remaining service life of aircraft?

Schedule event REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT.

Is time until failure less than remaining
y service life of aircraft?

Schedule event FAILURE.

Return.
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18. 1. ITl

18.1 Description

This event represents the time when a first crack which
initiated internally becomes external. This time is defined as
the time when the element crack length reaches a percentage of
the critical crack length. This percentage is an input param-
eter. At this time the appropriate element of the alpha array
I.INT is changed from "YES" to "WO". If the long list option is
in effect, the aircraft identification and flight hours are
printed for those aircraft being tracked. This event is sche-
duled in event 1.STRENGTII.REDUCTION.

18.2 Local Variables

IDlE - This integer variable is the aircraft identification
number.

18.3 Flow Chart

Event 1. ITE.

Set 1.INT to "NO".

Is long list in effect?
Y

Print A/C ID and flight hours of aircraft being
tracked.

Return.
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19. 2. ITE

19.1 Description

This event represents the time when a second crack which
initiated internally becomes external. This time is defined as
the time when the element crack length reaches a percentage of
the critical crack length, This percentage is an input param-
eter. At this time the appropriate element of the alpha array
2.INT is changed from "YES" to "NO". If the long list option is
in effect, the aircraft identification and flight hours are
printed for those aircraft being tracked. This event is sched-
uled in event 2.STRENGTH.REDUCTION.

19.2 Local Variables

I)2L, - This integer variable is the aircraft identificatiun
humh•er.

19.3 Flow Chart

Event 2.ITE.

Set 2.INT to "NO".

N Is long list in effect?

Y

Print A/C ID and flight hours of aircraft
being tracked.

Return.
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20. 3. IT 'r

20.1 Descri.tion

This event represents the time when a first crack which
initiated internally becomes external. This time is defined as

the time when the element crack length reaches a percentage of
the critical crack length. 'This percentage is an input param-
eter. At this time the appropriat, element of the alpha array
3. INT is changed from WYiS" to "NO". If the long list option is
in effect, the aircraft identification and flight hours are
printed for those aircraft being tracked. This event is sche-
duled in event 3.S'I'RI N;'PIII.IRDTLITIION.

20.2 Local Variables

I)3M - '-lhis integer variable is the aircraft identification
n umhbe r.

20.3 Flow (:hart

Event 3.MTE.

F - Set 3.1TE to ",O".

N Is long list in effect?

I

Print A/C ID and flight hours of aircraft being
tracked.

Return.
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1. I NSPECT I ON. SCIIEDULER

21.1 i)es cr.ip)tion

This routine schedules all inspections below the overhaul
level on a given aircraft, To conserve execution time, the
inspections are scheduled so that the aircraft is not inspected
before the defect reaches its minimum detectable size at each
level of inspection. This routine is called from events I.
STRIiNGTH. REDUCTION and COROSION.

21.2 Local Variables

ci - Tbis real variable is the corrosion growth ratc, used to
c-ilculate the time to the minimum detectable corrosion area.

N - This integer variable indicates whether a crack .initia-
fion or a corrosion initiation caused this routine to be
called.

'I'MI, - This real variable is the time to the minimuIII detec-
talble defect size calculated for each level of inspection.

M1 - This real variable is L1be crack growth rate used to
calculate the time to the miin iimum detectable crack length.

S.INSPAT - This real variable is the simulation time at
i-c-Y the first inspection at each level is scheduled.
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21.3 Flow Chart

Routine INSPECTION.SCHEDULER.

N Is lowest external inspection level less than
or equal to A-level?

Y

I Calculate time to minimum detectable size.
Schedule A-level inspection.

N Is lowest external inspection level less than
y y or equal to B-level?

Calculate time to minimum detectable size.
Schedule B-level inspection.

N Is lowest external inspection level less than

or equal to C-level?

Calculate time to minimum detectable size.
Schedule C-level inspection.

Return.
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22. A.LEVEL.INSPECTION

22.1 Description

This event represents the performance of an A-level inspec-
tion. The constants which define the probability of detection
equation at the A-level are passed to the routine EXAMINE which
handles the actual inspection calculations for all levels of in-
spection. This event can be scheduled in the routine INSPECTION.
SCHEDULER and the events A.LEVEL.INSPECTION, B.LEVEL.INSPECTION,
C.LEVEL.INSPECTION, and D.LEVEL,.INSPECTION.

22.2 Local Variables

FOUND - Not used in this event, this real variable is re-
turned by routine EXAMINE with a non-zero value whenever a
defect is found.

IDA - This integer variable is the identification number of
the aircraft being inspected.

"22.3 Flow Chart

t CEvent A.LEVEL.INSPECTION.

Call routine EXAMINE.

Schedule the event A.LEVEL.INSPECTION.

Return.
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23. B.LEVEL.INSPECTION

23.1 Description

This event represents the performance of a B-level inspec-
tion. The constants which define the probability of detection
equation at the B-level are passed to the routine EXAMINE. The
inspection interval for each inspection level is not necessarily
an even multiple of all lower level intervals. If an A-level
inspection is scheduled, it is cancelled and rescheduled at
present time plus one A-level interval later. This event can be
scheduled in the routine INSPECTION.SCIIEDULER and the events
B.LEVEL.INSPECTION, C.LEVEL.INSPECTION, and D.LEVEL.INSPECTION.

23.2 Local Variables

FOUND - Not used in this event, this real variable is re-
turned by routine EXAMINE with a non-zero value whenever a
defect is found.

IDB - This integer variable is the identification number of
tE-e aircraft being inspected.
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23.3 Flow Chart

Event B.LEVEL.INSPEkTION.

Is lowest external inspection level less than
yL or equal to A-level?

I Reschedule the A-level inspection.

Call routine EXAMINE.

Schedule the event B.LEVEL.INSPECTION.

Return.
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24. C.LEVEL.INSPECTION

24.1 Description

This event represents the performance of a C-level inspec-
tion. If there is either an A-level or a B-level inspection cur-
rently scheduled, it is cancelled and rescheduled at one A-level
interval or B-level interval, respectively, later. The constants
which define the probability of defect detection equation at the
C-level are passed to the routine EXAMINE. If a crack is de-
tected and the aircraft is one of the ten high-time aircraft, the
time of detection is stored. This event can be scheduled in the
routine INSPECTION.SCHEDULER and the events C.LEVEL.INSPECTION
and D.LEVEL.INSPECTION.

24.2 Local Variables

FOUND - This real variable is returned by routine EXAMIINE
with- a value of one whenever a crack is detected.

IDC - This integer variable is the identification number of
th- aircraft being inspected.

8
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24.3 Flow Chart

Event C.LEVEL.INSPECTION.

N Is lowest external inspection level less than

or equal to B-level?

Reschedule B-level inspection.

N Is lowest external inspection level less than

or equal to A-level?

Reschedule A-level inspection.

Call routine EXAMINE.

N y Was crack detected?

Is aircraft one of ten high-time aircraft?
Y

Retain time of detection.

Schedule event C.LEVEL.INSPECTION.

Return.
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25. D.LEVEL. INSPECTION

25.1 Description

This event represents the performance of a D-level inspec-
tion. If the long list option is in effect on this element, the
identification number and flight hours are printed for each
aircrafL being tracked. If there are any lower level inspections
currently scheduled, they are cancelled and rescheduled at one
inspection interval later. The constants which define the proba-
bility of defect detection equation at the O-level are passed to
the routine EXAMINE. The defect histories of the ten high-timie
aircraft are now examined. If all of the ten high-time aircraft
have gone one D-level interval without any cracks detected at
either the C-level or the D-level, then the C-level and D-level
inspection intervals are increased by the input factor FREQ.
DECREASE.

Any pending modifications are installed at this time. This
event can be scheduled in the events ENTER.SERVICE and D.I,EVEL.
INSPECTION.

25.2 Loocal Variallos

FOUND - This real variable is returned by routine LXAMIIN
wVit-h a value of one whenever a crack is detected.

IDD - This integer variable is the identification number of
, hc aircraft being inspected.
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2S.3 Flow Chart

Event 0. LEVEL. INSPECTION.

N Is long list, option in effect on this

4N element?

N Is this aircraft being tracked?

Ei Print aircraft number and flight hours.

N Are lower level inspections scheduled?

Reschedule lower level inspections.

Call routine EXAMINE.

N Is aircraft one of ten high-time aircraft?

N IWas crack detected?
Y

Retain time of detection.

NJ Have all ten high-time aircraft gone

Y detected at either C-level or D-level?

9 0



Increase C-level and D-level inspection intervals.

Is a modification pending on this aircraft?

y

Install modification.

Schedule event D.LEVEL.INSPECTION.

C D Return.
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0.6 E XA NI NEi

26.1 Description

This rout ine performs the nImelrical Compnlla .iOIs lihch det, r-
"mines whether a defect is detected i;t eowc1 I vel of inspect i',
The constants which define the probabil ity of d' fect detL t , n
equation are passed to this routine from the event, whit 1. repro
sent the different levels of inspection. If th, long 11 t opt owi

"" is in effect, each time a defect is detected on one of the air
craft being tracked, the following are printed. the size of the
defect, the inspection level, the aircraft identification nunlher,
"and the number of flight hours on the aircraft. This ;-out Ine ca
be called from events A.LEVEL.INSPIliCTION, B. LEVIELI. INSPI;CTION,
C. LEVEL. INSPECTION, and 1). LEAVE. INSPECTION.

26.2 Local Variables

AREA - This real variable is the calculated area of the
corrosion defect.

CL - This real variable is the calculated length of the
FT~tigue cracks.

LIST - This real variable is set equal to 1.0 if the longr iT-t option is in effect and the aircraft being inspected is
one of those being tracked.

_12 - This real variable is the fast crack growth rate for
the aircraft being inspected.

'I'AC - This real variable is the simulation time of the
corrosion initiation.

TA2 - This real variable is the simulation time of the
second crack initiation.

XA - This real variable is one of the probability of detec-
-T i-on equation constants passed by the calling event.

YA - This real variable is one of the probability of detec-
tlon equation consLants passed by the calling event.

Z - This alpha variable is the level of inspection being
performed.

ZL - This real variable is one of the probability of detec-
tTon equation constants passed by the calling event.

CCl, - This real variable is the critical crack length of the
element.
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FOUNI) -D This real variablo is set equal to two whenever
corrosion is detected and to one whenever a crack is do-
tected,

M1-. This roal vairable is the elow crack growth rato for
t•o aircraft being inspected.

N - This integer variable identifies the inspection level
and is p)assed by the calling event.

'rA1 - This real variable Is the simulation time of tho first
c"dck init iat ion.

TA3 - '[his real variable is the simulation time of the third
crack initiation.

XL - This real variable is one of the probability of detec-
STon equation constants passed by the calling event.

YL - This real variable is one of the probability of dotoc-
t.'ion equation constants passed by the calling event.

ZA - This real variable is one of the probability of dvtt'c-
tion equation constants passed by the calling event.
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n•••Pow(:tt

C • Ro)utine EXAMINE,

Does corrosiQto exist?

N is the area inspected?

N Is random number less than probability of

detection?
Y

Set tally counters to defect size,
Let FOUND-2,

N Does first crack exist?

2

is the area inspected?

Y

N Is random number less than probability of

detection?

Set tally counters to defect size.

Let FOUND=l.

N Y Does second crack exist?

2
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Is the area inspected?

NJ Is random number less than probability
of detection?

Set tally counters to defect size.
Let FOUND-1.

N •Does third crack exist?

N y Is the area inspected?

V

N ,Is random number less than probability
of detection?

Set tally counters to defect size.
Let FOUND=l.

2

N Was routine called from D.LEVEL.INSPECTION?

Y

Return.

N •Is FOUND greater than zero?

Schedule event REPAIR.

Return.
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27. PODD

27.1 Description

This routine, defined as a function in the PREAMBLE, com-
putes the probability of detecting a crack or corrosion defect of
a given size. This probability is returned to the calling
routine. PODD is called from routine EXAMINE and event IMMEDIATE.
FLEET. INSPECTION.

27.2 Local Variables

L - This real variable is the size of the defect under
cons iderat ion.

Y - This real variable is an emlpirically determined equation
constant for each level of inspection.

X - This real variable is the maximum probability of detec-
fion at a given inspection level.

Z - This real variable is the minimum defect size detectable
at a given inspection level.

27.3 Flow Chart

Routine PODD.

Compute probability of detection.

Return.
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28. CANCEL.SCHEDULED. INSPECTIONS

28.1 Description

This routine cancels all scheduled inspections below the
overhaul level on a given aircraft. Whenever a defect is de-
tected and repaired, it is assumed that all other defects exist-
ing on that particular element are also repaired. This routine
is called at this time to cancel all subsequent inspections.
Also, if an element fails or an aircraft with existing defects is
retired, this routine is called to cancel all scheduled inspec-
tions. This routine can be called from events FAILURE, RETIRE.
FROM.SERVICE, and REPAIR.

28.2 Local Variables

There are no local variables in this routine.
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28.3 Flow Chart

Routine CANCEL.SCHEDULED.INSPECTIONS.

N Is lowest level external inspection less than

or equal to C-level?

Cancel the C-level inspection.

N Is lowest level external inspection less than

y or equal to B-level?

Cancel the B-level inspection.

N Is lowest level external inspection equal to

A-level?

Cancel the A-level inspection.

Return.
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29. REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT

29.1 Description

This event represents the time when the residual strength of
the element has been reduced to the fail-safe strength. The time
and aircraft identification number are saved as part of the
output. The calculation of the strength reduction is based on
the sum of all crack lengths in the element. This event can be
scheduled in events I.STRENGTH.REDUCTION, 2.STRENGTH.RLDUCTION,
and 3.STRENGTH.REI)UCTION.

29.2 Local Variables

[DRFS - This integer variable is the identification number
JfT--lie aircraft being processed.

29.3 Flow Chart

Event REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT.

N Is long list option in effect?

Y Is this aircraft one of those being tracked?

Y

Print aircraft number and flight hours.

Build output arrays.

Return.
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30. FAILURE

30.1 Description

This event represents structural failure. When this event
occurs, the aircraft is removed from the active fleet. If this
aircraft was one of the ten high-time aircraft being monitored
for the purpose of increasing inspection intervals, it is re-
placed by the next high-time aircraft in active service. Any
remaining scheduled events are cancelled and their event notices
destroyed. This event can be scheduled in events I.STRENGTH.
RIEDUCTION, 2. STRENGTH. REDUCTION, and 3.3'IRENGTH.REDUCTION.

30.2 Local Variables

HOLD - This integer variable serves as an intermediate
storage for aircraft identification numbers when replacing
one of the ten high-time aircraft.

IDFA - This integer variable is the identification number of
t--h--aircraft under consideration.

30.3 Flow Chart

Event FAILURE.

N Is aircraft one of ten high time aircraft?

Replace with next high time aircraft in active service?

Remove aircraft from ACTIVE.FLEET.
File aircraft in CRASHED.FLEET.

Cancel scheduled events; destroy event notices.

Return.
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31. RETIRE.FROM.SERVICE

31.1 Description

This event represents the retirement of an aircraft from ac-
tive service. The aircraft is replaced in the III .TIME.ACRFT ar-
ray by that active aircraft not in the array which has the high-
est time in service. The aircraft being retired is removed from
the set ACTIVE.FLEET and filed in the set FLLLT.RETIRED. All
remaining scheduled events for this aircraft are cancelled and
the event notices destroyed. This event can only be scheduled in
the event ENTER.SERVICE.

31.2 Local Variables

HOLD - This integer variable is used as an intermediatc
storage to hold aircraft identification numbers during the
III.TIMbE.ACRFT replacement.

II)RET - This integer variable is the identification number
oO" the aircraft being retired from service.

31.3 Flow Chart

Event RETIRE.FROM.SERVICE.

Replace aircraft in HI.TIME.ACRFT array.

Remove aircraft from ACTIVE.FLEET, file in FLEET.RETIRED.

Cancel any scheduled events and destroy event notices.

Return.
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32. REPAIR

32.1 Description

This event represents the structural repair of an element.
If there is a modification pending on the element, it is in-
stalled at this time. If the events FAILURE and REACH.FAIL.
SAFE.LGT are scheduled, they are cancelled. It is assumed that
all existing defects are repaired and that new times to defect
occurrences are determined in the same manner as when the air-
craft entered service. The size and number of all existing
cracks are compared with the inspection interval decrease cri-
teria. If these criteria are met, then the events which decrease
inspection intervals and perform special fleet-wide inspections
are scheduled. All defects that were scheduled but had not
occurred by this time are not affected by this event and will
occur as originally scheduled. This event can be scheduled in
events D. LEVEL. INSPECTION, EXAMIINE, and IMMEDIATE.FLEET.INSPEC-
TION.

32.2 Local Variables

AAFL - This real variable is the actual average fatigue life
ofthe element design.

CL - This real variable is the calculated fatigue crack
length.

HOURS.TO.CORROSION - This real variable is the time in
Sig---ho-urs to corrosion initiation.

MAX.CRK - This real variable is the maximum crack length in
he oTement.

RST - This real variable is the remaining service time of
tNe aircraft.

STRRED - This real variable is the element strength reduc-
tion because of all existing cracks.

TAI - This real variable is the simulation time of the first
crack initiation.

TA3 - This real variable is the simulation time of the third
crack initiation.

CCL - This real variable is the element critical crack
lenigt h.

FIRST.,LI11 - This real variable is the time in flight hours
to first crack initiation.
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IDRIP - This integer variable is the aircraft identification
iiuii7)6r.

POT, CRK - This real variable is the sum of the maximum crack
Ti•'ntliand the length that the crack will grow during the
shortest intornal inspect ion interval.

HSCONDIIF11 - This real variable is the time in flight hours
' •' theo'-ind crack initiation.

'rAC - This real variable is the simulation time of the
corrosion initiation.

TA2 - This real variable is the simulation time of the
sOond crack initiation.

TIIIRDLIFI - This real variable is the time in flight hours
f"' tM-"thTrd crack initiation.
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32.3 Flow Chart

Event REPAIR.

_N Is modification pending on this aircraft?

Y

Install modification.

Return.

N Is event FAILURE scheduled?

y

Cancel event FAILURE.

N Is event REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT scheduled?

Y

Cancel event REACH.FAIL.SAFE.LGT.

Does corrosion exist?

2 y

Set corrosion factor equal to 1.0.

Determine new time to corrosion initiation.
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N Is time to corrosion initiation less than
remaining service life of aircraft?

2 Schedule corrosion initiation.

N Does first crack exist?

Y

Calculate crack length.

N Does second crack exist?

y

Calculate crack length.

Does third crack exist?

Y

Calculate crack length,

N Is sum of crack lengths plus crack growth rate
"times inspection interval greater than one-half

4 Vthe fail-safe crack length?

Increase inspection frequency and perform a
special fleet wide inspection.

1
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NN Is sum of crack lengths found in entire
fleet greater than one-fifth of fleet size

Y times fail-safe crack length?

Increase inspection frequency and perform
a special fleet wide inspection.

Y Is there a modification pending somewhere
in the fleet?

Schedule event DECISION.ON.MOD.

Call routine FATIGUE.LIFE.SCATTER.

NN
Does second crack exist?

Y
88

Does third crack exist?

6 NY

Let time to first crack initiation be set
to time to third crack initiation and times
to second and third crack initiations be
set to shortest times from routine
FATIGUE.LIFE.SCATTER.

7
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Let times to all three crack initiations be
taken from FATIGUE.LIFE.SCATTER.

Set time to first crack to time to second
crack. Set time to second crack to time to
third crack. Set time to third crack from
FATIGUE. LIFE. SCATTER.

7

Reschedule crack initiations for those cracks
with times to crack initiation less than remain-
ing service life of aircraft.

Cancel scheduled inspections below overhaullevel.

(5 Return.
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33. TINSPECTIONINCREASE

33.1 Description

This event represents an inspection 1'requonc) increase for a
particular aircraft pending a structural modification because of
a fatigue test fniluro. The factor by which the inspection
frequency for both the close internal and the close external
inspection is increased depends on the element huing considered
and is an input parameter. This event can only ho scheduled in
event T. IUPLEMNUNT.MOD,

33.2 Local Variables

IDTI - This integer variable is the identiI'ic'ation number of
tl•T'aircraft under consideration.

33.3 Flow Chart

Event T. INSPECTION. INCREASE.

N Is lowest internal level or lowest external level
of inspection equal to C-level?

Increase C-level inspection frequency.

Is lowest internal level or lowest external level of
-Y inspection equal to D-level?

Increase D-level inspection frequency.

Return.
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34. INCREASE. INSPECTION. FREQUENCY

34.1 Description

This event represents a fleet-wide increase in the frequen-
cies of the lowest level internal and external inspections.
These may or may not be the same levels. However, the A-level
and B-level frequencies are never changed. All scheduled inspec-
tions are cancelled and rescheduled to reflect the frequency in-
crease. This event can be scheduled in events REPAIR and IMME-
DIATE. FLEET. INS[•ECTION.

34.2 Local Variables

DIIFF This real variable is the difference in flight hours
5-6-t-een the old and new lowest internal level inspection
intervals.

34.3 Flow Chart

Event INCREASE.INSPECTION.FREQUENCY.

Increase lowest internal level frequency.

y
Is lowest internal level equal to lowest external level?

N

Increase lowest external level frequency.

"Rescheduled scheduled ihspections for each aircraft.

Returned.
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35. IMMEDIATE.FLEET.INSPECTION

35.1 Description

This event represents an immediate fleet-wide inspection
caused by finding a defect considered too hazardous to depend on
scheduled inspections for detection of additional defects. Ex-
isting crack lengths and corrosion areas are calculated along
with the associated probabilities of detection. As in the sched-
uled inspections, these probabilities are compared with a random
number to determine whether or not the defect is detected. This
event is always preceded by the event INCREASE.INSPLCTION.FRE-
QUENCY. Defects found during this inspection can cause an addi-
tional increase in the frequency of normally scheduled inspec-
tions. This event can only be scheduled in event REPAIR.

35.2 Local Variables

AREA - This real variable is the area in sq. inches of an
existing corrosion defect.

CL - This real variable is the length in inches of an exist-
ing fatigue crack.

Ml - This real variable is the slow crack growth rate for a
particular aircraft.

POT.CRK - This real variable is the sum of the maximum crack
length detected on a particular aircraft plus the product of
the average crack growth rate and the current lowest inter-
nal level inspection interval.

SR - This real variable is the sum of the lengths of all
cracks detected on a particular aircraft.

TAC - This real variable is the time of initiation of an
existing corrosion defect.

TA2 - This real variable is the time of initiation of an
eixsting second fatigue crack.

CCL - This real variable is the critical crack length of the
eiement under consideration.

FOUND - This real variable serves as a switch which is set
equ-al to two when corrosion is detected and set equal to one
when a crack is detected.

MAX.CRK - This real variable is the maximum crack length
dietected on a particular aircraft.
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M2 - This real variable is the fast crack growth rate for a
particular aircraft.

POT.STR.RED - This real variable is the sum of the detected
cracK lengths on a particular aircraft plus the product of
the crack growth rate and the current lowest internal level
inspection interval.

STR.RED - This real variable is equal to SR.

TAl - This real variable is the time of initiation of an
existing first fatigue crack.

TA3 This real variable is the time of initiation of an
existing third fatigue crack.

35.3 Flow Chart

Event IMMEDIATE.FLEET.INSPECTION.

N Does corrosion exist?

y

Calculate corrosion area and test for detection.

N Do cracks exist?

Calculate crack lengths and test for detection.

N Do detected cracks meet criteria for inspection
frequency increase?

Schedule event INCREASE.INSPECTION.FREQUENCY
to occur immediately.

Y Return.
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36. DECISION.ON.MOD

36.1 Description

This event makes the decision on whether or not to develop a
structural modification because of service experience. The
decision to develop a modification is made by comparing the cost
per flight hour of the modification with the repair cost per
flight hour plus the increased inspection cost per flight hour.
The modification cost per flight hour is found by dividing the
total fleet modification cost by the remaining service life of
the fleet. The repair cost per flight hour is found by dividing
the total fleet repair costs since the last modification by the
fleet flight time since the last modification. The increased
inspection cost per flight hour is found by dividing the pro-
jected increased inspection costs by the remaining service life
of the fleet. A modification is justified when

MCPH < RCPII + ICPH

where MCPH = modification cost per flight hour
RCPH = repair cost per flight hour
ICPH = increased inspection cost per flight hour

This event can be scheduled only in event REPAIR.

36.2 Local Variables

ACCUMULATED.HRS - This real variable is the total fleet time
since the last modification.

MD.COST - This real variable is the cost of installing a
modification on a single aircraft. The costs for additional
modifications can differ from those for the initial modi-
fications.

NFTS This real variable is the total production time of
a-llaircraft entering service after the second production
rate goes into affect.

POST.MOD.HRS - This real variable is the total fleet service
time remaining after the modification.

TOOLING - This real variable is the tooling cost in the
development of a modification. The costs for additional
modifications can differ from those for the initial modi-
fications.

ICPH - This real variable is the increased inspection cost
per-flight hour.
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MCPH This real variable is the modification cost per
fTlight hour.

MRFH - This real variable is the service time remaining on a
particular aircraft after its modification.

NPDL - This real variable is the number of aircraft which
h•aVe entered service.

RCPH - This real variable is the repair cost per flight hour
of the fleet.
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36.3 Flow Chart

Event DECISION.ON.MOD.

Accumulate remaining service life of active
1 fleet.

Determine fleet flight time since last modification.

Add service life of aircraft not yet produced
to remaining service life of active fleet.

Calculate increased inspection costs per
flight hour.

* Calculate modification cost per flight hour.

Calculate repair cost per flight hour.

N Is repair cost per hour plus increased inspec-
YY tion cost per hour greater than modification

cost per hour?

Can modification be developed before last
aircraft in fleet retires?

Schedule event IMPLEMENT.MODIFICATION.

Return.
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37. IMPLEMENT. MODIFICATION

37.1 Description

This event represents the development of a modification be-
cause of service experience. If the modification is to be fa-
tigue tested, the actual average fatigue life is set equal to the

original predicted life of the element design. Otherwise, the
actual average fatigue life is determined by calling event
REAL.LIFE'. Elements of the alpha array SMOD. PENDING( are set
equal to "YE'S" to indicate which aircraft have service modifica-
tions pending. These modifications will be installed at the next
D-level inspection or defect repair. Intervals for all levels of
inspection are set to their initial values. This event can be
scheduled only in event DIECISION.ON.MOD.

37.2 Local Variables
t4

NSIG - This real variable is the standard deviation of the
ratio distribution passed to routine REAL.LIFE.

NMU - This real variable is the mean of the ratio distribu-
tIon passed to routine REAL.LIFE.
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37.3 Flow Chart

Event IMPLEMENT.MODIFICATION.

Set inspection intervals to initial values.

Is modification tested?

Y

Set actual average fatigue life equal to
predicted average fatigue life.

Call routine REAL.LIFE.

Set alpha array SMOD.PENDING.

Return.
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38, )S PLAY QUTPOTJI

384 1)k s ~r it lull

'lihi routine printi thie stnidard output for oath olemont,
It t8 clled fronm the MAIN prog1ram immeodhitoly aftor the 'omple-
t.Ion of oedh ol1teimt simulation. This output is suppressed if
the ho i, lis t option is in offoct.

38.2 Localu Variables

"All the local variahbos are used to temporarily hold output

38.3 Flow Chart

Routine DISPLAY.OUTPUT.

Print output.

Return.
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39. SUNMAY.

Thiis rout ine prints the a tmndarid outputt SUmwiiry f~or cach
01011101t typeC. Ti'14- out p)Ut of rout i tie DI SPLAY. OUTPUT f or a 1 1 t ho

elemente in anelem t type Is coutained in this outputt sunni y.
This routhIn is ca lled f'rom the MA! N prog ram each tline a new
0.l0111olt type is rI.'Ld inl mid ait the ond oft the program run. Th s
OUt pu~t LS SUpjn'eVSSo.d if theI lon1) liSt opt ion iS ill effeCt

19. 2 l.ocn! Var lab los

All thO local V,11ialbles 11r( used to tomporiiri ly hold output

39. 3 1-low Chart

Routine SUMMAR~Y.

L Print output.

Return.
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APPENDIX B

INITIAL PROGRAM SOURCE LISTING
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